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Introduction

THE following pages give a detailed account

of two of the festivities celebrated in the

Temple at Jerusalem, viz., (i) that connected

with the presentation of the firstfruits,

BIKKURIM ; (2) that celebrated in connexion

with the water libations during the week
of Tabernacles, the Water Feast. They
thus do not pretend to do more than lift

a corner of the curtain that hangs before

this fruitful field of research. It is hoped
that these pages may serve as a running

commentary of philological and archaeological

as well as historical interest on the passages
treated. The clearness of definition herein

sought after, for terms found obscure, will

perhaps throw light on the dark places of

neighbouring paths. The reconstruction here

given is based on traditions preserved in

the Mishna, Tosefta (ed. Zuckermandel), the

Halachic Midrashim, viz., Sifre (ed. Fried-

mann), Mekilta (ed. Friedmann), Sifre (ed.

Weiss). Philo, Josephus and the New Testa-
J.T.P. 1 R
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ment have also been drawn on. So also have

both Talmudim, Maimonides, Rashi, and other

commentaries. Our debt to the Halachic

Midrashim, that Dr. D. Hoffmann has pub-
lished, viz., a Mekilta to Deuteronomy, and
the Mekilta de Rabbi Simon ben Yochai is

also to be noted.

The following list of abbreviations used

may prove helpful :

b. =Talmud Babli.

B.B. =Baba Bathra.

Bik. =BIKKURIM.
B.M. =Baba Mezia.

B.Q. =Baba Qama.
Bro. =Brochoth.

Del. Hwb. =Delitzsch. Assyrisches Handworter-

buch.

D.S. =Rabbinowicz. QnSID 'pVTjn
Oxford Gesenius =The Oxford Gesenius, Hebrew Lexicon,

by Briggs, Brown and Driver.

J. ^Talmud Jerushalmi.

J.Q.R. =Jewish Quarterly Review.

K.A.T.3 =Eb. Schrader. Keilinschriftund A.T.,
von Winckler und Zimmern.

Levy, N.H. =]. Levy. Neuhebraisches und
Chalddisches Worterbuch.

Levy, T.W. =]. Levy. Targumworterbuch.
M. =Mishna.
Mek. =Mekilta.

Mek. S.Y. =Mekilta de Rabbi Simon ben Yochai.

Men. =Menachoth.
Mid. =Middoth.
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Monatschri/t =Monatschrift fur Geschichte und

Wissenschaft des Judentums.
Pes. =Pesachim.

R.E.J. =Revue des Etudes Juives.

Sab. =abbath.
Seb. =Sebiith.

Smith, Sem.z =W. Robertson Smith. Religion of

Semites. Second Edition.

Suk. =Sukkah.
Tern. =Temurah.
Ter. =Temmah.
Tos. =Tosefta.

Yad. =Maimonides. Yad Hachazaqah.
Z.A. =Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie.

Zeb. =Zebachim.

The common abbreviations and the less

frequent references given with adequate ful-

ness in the text are not here included, and
will be easily recognized. The Roman figures

followed by Arabic numerals give chapter and

paragraph or verse. Thus Deut. v. i=
Deuteronomy, chapter 5, verse i

; Jos. Ant.

XV. xi. 5=Josephus, Antiquities, Book 15,

chapter u, paragraph 5.

The numbers in brackets refer to line on

the page, e.g. Pes. 936 (3 bot.) line 3 from

bottom. Large and small numerals in

brackets give page and line : e.g. Tos. Peah.

iii. i (2O
25

) Tosefta Peah, chapter 3, para-

graph i, page 20, line 23.





I

Presentation of the Firstfruits :

BlKKURIM

THE occasion of the presentation of the

firstfruits, although not one of the three

holy convocations of all males to Jerusalem,
1

yet gave opportunity for pompous pilgrimage
thither amid great festivity and rejoicing.

2

It was concerned with the fulfilment of the

command,
" The firstfruits of thy ground

thou shalt bring unto the house of the Lord

thy God." 3 The firstfruits formed one of

the twenty-four gifts
4 which Israel presented

to its priests
5 as compensation for the

poverty imposed upon them in that they had
been excluded from the possession of landed

property.
6

They were stored in the Temple
to be devoted to the support of its priests.

7

The fact that the BIKKURIM alone of all the

offerings that were given to the priests by the

Israelites had to be brought by them directly
to the Tempie

8 would indicate that these
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became the property of the permanent priestly
officials of the Temple in contrast to the other

offerings which were distributed among the

priests in the provincial districts. The re-

cords, however, tend to show that they were

given to the ministering priests on duty at

the temple. These, as will be shown, were

not the priestly officials permanently at the

Temple, but changing divisions from the

provincial districts. The importance at-

tached to the observance of the command

concerning Bikkurim is evidenced by the

reiteration of the warning.
9 The firstfruit

offering is, in all probability, an institution of

great antiquity,
10 was common to other

ancient peoples,
11 whom it served as a token

for the acknowledgment of God's bounty.
It is noteworthy that the firstfruit offering

was regarded among the Jews as a fee paid

by the worshipper to the priests, while among
other peoples it was an offering to the Deity.
Cf. Porphyry, Abstin. ii. 32 : Havrw Se paXta-rct

KO.I
TTpCOTt] r] TU)V KapTTUtV (TTIV, >/9 KO.I aTrapKTOV fJ.OVOl<i

TO<? Oeot? icai Ty yy, Ty TOVTOV? avaSov(rtj.

Num. xviii. 12-13 points to an older con-

ception of noiin (see below, p. 13, Note 41),

and Dnm as an offering to God, the enjoy-
ment of which he allows to the priests. This

idea seems retained in the case of BIKKURIM
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in so far that they must be presented at the

Temple. Smith, Sent. pp. 240-241, regards the

firstfruit offering as having been the ordinary
source of the nmo in ancient times, so that,

like the latter, it was made over
"
not to

the ministrant priests as a reward for their

service, but to the priests as a body as the

household of the sanctuary." Originally, how-

ever, all offerings of produce to the priests

will have been stored in the temple, and that

these were regarded as rewards to the priests

is indicated by Neh. xii. 44 (see below, p.

9, Note 23). The passage quoted above

(Note 6) from the De Festo Cophini indicates

that the BIKKURIM were in the post-exilic age,

i.e. by the Jews properly so-called, regarded
as a fee paid to the priests. Indeed, according
to M. Bik. iii. end (cf. Yad iii. i), they were

given to the priests of the IQWD, and these,

as will be shown, were the ministrant priests

as opposed to the priests who were the

permanent officials at, and formed the house-

hold of, the temple. According to M. Bik.

iii. 12 the firstfruits became the complete

property of the priests, with which they

might purchase slaves, land or cattle of any
kind, even unclean. They could meet their

private obligations with them and treat them

entirely as their own property, whereas if
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they were regarded as gifts to God, the enjoy-
ment of which he allowed to the priests, they
alone could have eaten them, and then only
under fixed conditions, as W. Robertson Smith

himself points out (Sem. pp. 239-40). The
idea of a gift to God seems, in the Tanaitic

and Philonic age at least, transferred and
limited to the national firstfruit offering of

the wave-loaves at Pentecost (Notes 48-52
and p. 13).

According to its wording the Biblical com-

mand would have reference to the first ripe

of all fruits,
12 as seems to have been the

case with the firstfruit offerings among other

peoples of antiquity.
13 In the Mishna, how-

ever, the term firstfruits, i.e. D^TCD, which

gives its name to the tractate concerned

with the regulations for their presentation, is

one of definite application. Under it was
understood the best 14 of the first ripe of the

seven kinds of fruit referred to in Deut. viii.

8,
15 in their natural 16

dry
17 condition grown

on land embraced within the territory in-

cluded under the description of a land flowing
with milk and honey,

18 and dedicated to be

brought to the temple at Jerusalem
19 as a

firstfruit offering.

Wellhausen, in his Prolegomena, fourth

edition, p. 156, Anm., finds difficulty in defin-
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ing the distinctions between

T -nann and ite^o. We therefore re-examine

the records in the hope of adding some
clearness to the subject. We find noiun

and "TOO as a gift to God 20 stored in cham-

bers at the Temple.
21 Of these we learn

that the "wo is so stored for the Levites

and the norm for the priests.
22 We also

learn of men appointed to gather in the

norm and /inwt, nrroo for the Levites and

priests,
"
for Judah found joy" ban D'jron *?y

DHQiyn D^n. 23 The expression DHQiyn may
well be connected with the terms "nay and

"rpyo, to be discussed below. In that case

these offerings are here regarded as rewards

to the ministering priests and Levites from the

provincial districts (cf. p. 6). A third term,

JTiwn, is here (Neh. xii. 44) introduced.

This term also occurs for wool and also for

wine and oil in a prepared state, given to the

priests.
24

Similarly of fruit in a prepared
state in Num. xviii. 12, which verse speaks of

nowi (cf. on n^rr below, p. 13) given by the

Israelites to God and by God to the priests.

Neh. x. 36 introduces DH1D2 as the denota-

tion of fruit in the raw state to be brought
to the Temple. This is also the denotation

of Jinwn in Deut. xxvi. 2. Why Wellhausen

declares that the nwi here mentioned is
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consumed by the worshipper is not to be seen.

We are told in v. io that the worshipper
leaves his basket at the altar, and with this

his part was ended. 25 Nor is there any ground
for supposing with Wellhausen that this

JVtpm is taken from the tithe. The tithe, as

we saw, went to the Levites (as '^ "N^yo).

These in their turn gave a tithe of this tithe

to the priests.
26 This "TODn p "TOD is as a

gift to the priests called TT JIQWI, and con-

sidered to the Levites as if, like the Israelites,

they had given their offering direct from the

produce of their threshold and vine-vat.27

Thus it is also the fruit in the prepared state,

and is to be sent to the Temple for the minis-

tering priests and Levites. 28 With it the jvtwn

in Deut. xxvi. 2 certainly has nothing in

common, nor can the wyo of Deut. xxvi.

12 ff. be connected with this /vwn. That

tithe is given once in three years, and vv. 12 ff .

are not to be regarded
"

als fortsetzung von

vv. i-n," but obviously go with the tithe of

the third year mentioned in Deut. xiv. 28, as

given to the Levite, the stranger, the widow and

orphan in the home district (^y "W), while

in the first two years it or its equivalent was

to be consumed by the worshipper in Jerusa-
lem 29

('Jtp #). The word onm always

denotes, as an offering, the fruit given to the
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priests
30 in the raw state. 31 In Lev. ii. 14,

xxiii. 17, 20, where it is used of food in a

prepared state, the reference is to the corpo-
rate national firstfruit offering given direct

to God. 32 Neh. x. 38 introduces nnwn
DDMnony, which is stored for the priests in

the Temple. This is in Num. xv. 20 denned
as r6rr and called nmin as being an offering
to the priests. It is given from various kinds

of corn in the prepared food state. 33 We thus

see that JVIMO is a general name for the

offering of the first of produce of any kind

to the priests, and not a special offering ;

that nsnn is a general name for all offerings

to the priests, and also later for offerings of

fruit in the prepared state given by Israelites

to the priests in the provincial (home) dis-

tricts,
34 while onm are specifically the

offerings of first ripe fruits in their natural

condition
;

that "TOD is the tithe given by
Israelites to the Levites (^ "TOD), from

which in turn the Levite gives his tithe to the

priest ("TOQH p "TOD), and also of the tithe

to be consumed by the worshipper in Jerusa-
lem

("Ottf "TOO), which latter is every third

year given to the poor in the home districts

(*3P "TOD). The BIKKURIM were brought to

the Temple.
35 The /non/i, the JTTTOD, and

the other offerings included under /vtwn, were
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collected in the provinces and sent to the

Temple.
36 In later times, however, as the

Mishna records,
37 these latter offerings were

not sent to the Temple, but distributed among
the priests in the home districts for whom
they were intended, even when stored in the

Temple, as we saw above is indicated in Neh.

xii. 44. Hence it may have come about that

the Bikkurim were appropriated by the per-

manent priestly officials of the Temple. None
the less it remains possible that, as Mai-

monides declares and as Neh. xii. 44 indi-

cates, these also went to the changing weekly
divisions of ministering priests who came to

the Temple from the provinces.
38 These defini-

tions are supported by the Mekilta to Exod.

xxii. 28, which, says Bikkurim, has four names,
rw^o and novtn Dnm JTONI, whereas norm
has three, viz., yai and nori/i /viwn. There-

fore are Bikkurim to be separated, first of all

the offerings that are to be given from pro-

duce. 39 Hence, according to Mekilta, I.e., nN^E

as a name for Bikkurim (Note 9) denotes the

offering which is separated while the fruit is

still in its full quantity. Thus nnwn is a

general name for both Dnm and non/i,

while narin, besides denoting that offering

specifically, may also signify Dnm. 40 The

term Dnm is, however, distinct in its
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application. ForyDi as denotation of

cf. Dr. Hoffmann in Mek. S.Y., Exod. xxii. 8,

who points out that yvn is Samaritan equiva-
lent of Hebrew nbn (cf. p. 9), which (Num.
xviii. 12) stands for norm. 41

In connexion with the presentation of the

firstfruits we have one of the only two ritual

prayers for laymen recorded in the Old Testa-

ment. 42 The duty to give Bikkurim was
incumbent upon every possessor of landed

property in Palestine which produced fruit,
43

even if the possession was only that of trees

in another's field or a single tree and the

ground appertaining thereto. 44 It was to be

given effect annually
45 between Pentecost 46

and the Feast of Dedication. 47 On Pente-

cost ** the wave-loaves/
9 or bread of the

firstfruits,
50 were offered as a corporate

national
"

firstfruit offering unto the Lord." 62

(cf. p. 8). This served as the opening cere-

mony, after which, and not before, the indi-

vidual Israelite could present the Bikkurim
at the Temple.

52
According to the Mishna,

the recitation of the ritual was omitted when
the offering was brought after Tabernacles.

' This view is, however, there contradicted
;

and as Philo, who seems to have written as an

eyewitness,
53 draws no such distinction, we

cannot regard it as historical. The amount
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to be brought was left to the discretion of the

individual owner,
64 but was later fixed at one-

sixtieth. 55 The manner of dedicating fruits

for Bikkurim is recorded in detail. 56 The

owner went into his field or garden
57 and

looked around for fruits that had begun
to ripen.

58 These he marked out by tying
around it a string

59 of bast 60 and explicitly

dedicated them for Bikkurim. 61 When the

fruits were gathered in he added to the

Bikkurim other fruits of the same kind (.HBDIJI

Dnoin)
62 in order to increase their quantity.

These then attained the same degree of sanc-

tity as the Bikkurim themselves. 63 It was
considered an act of especial piety to arrange
the seven kinds of fruit in seven separate

baskets, while he who brought his Bikkurim

in one was to preserve a prescribed order in

their arrangement.
64

Barley was placed at

the bottom and covered with a layer of leaves,

reeds or blades of the palm branch or such

like,
65 to separate it from the wheat, which

was similarly covered to separate it from the

olives that came next, and were in their turn

likewise kept separate from the fourth layer,

consisting of dates. Above the cover of dates

the pomegranates were arranged and pro-
tected like the other

"
kinds

"
from inter-

mingling with the figs which formed the upper
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surface. 66 This was bordered by clusters of

grapes. An exception was made in favour of

those who lived at a distance from Jerusalem
in that they were allowed to bring the figs

and dates in a dried state instead of in their

natural condition. 67 The baskets in which

the fruits were arranged varied with the

wealth of the owner,
68 the rich bringing them

in fruit-baskets of gold and silver,
69 the poor

in plaited fruit-baskets of peeled poplar-

twigs.
70 Whereas the baskets of the rich

were returned to them, those of the poor
were added to the Bikkurim as part of the

gift to the priests.
71 This is said to have

given rise to the dictum,
"
poverty pursues

the poor."
72 It was not usual for individuals

to bring their firstfruit offerings singly to

Jerusalem, but whole districts joined to-

gether in order to proceed thither.

In Tosefta Bikkurim ii. 8 (ioi
28

) we are

told of those who brought their BIKKURIM to

Jerusalem that 00*79 vhti DHTT ]^y vn "?

DO'PS, and the Mishna, iii. 2, tells us with

somewhat greater detail that -fDyonttf Dn^yn *?D

iQya *w "vy
1

? mwD/io. The first part of the

latter phrase is explained in J. Bik. 61* (1. 12)
with ITDDI TTiT p:o : Jehoiarib was the first

of the twenty-four priestly divisions. Pales-
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tine was divided into twenty-four districts,
73

each of which provided a division or guard of

priests (10100) that did duty at the Temple for

one week in six months. With these went
a detachment (10100) of Levites. 74 A depu-
tation of laymen accompanied them to repre-
sent the laymen of that district at the sacri-

fices, while others gathered that week in the

cities of their district for divine service,

M. Taan, iv. 2. The others are here called

10100 inint0 *?Nit0\ The word 10100 is thus

here used geographically with reference to the

inhabitants of a particular district. Similarly
in the immediately preceding passage, wpjin
10t001 1O10O *?D by ,JT)1Ot0O T'3 D^10^1H DWIUn
ttfyrw1 bw &^b "7101 o^ra bv D^t0rra loyo rvn

'31 rrbyb io:0on ]or y^n. The words bz by

101001 10100 can only mean that for the

inhabitants of every province or district there

was a post or deputation (noy) of priestsj

Levites and laymen at Jerusalem. If 10100

denotes the priests or the Levites, the passage
is tautologous and meaningless. The last

words, 'Di rvhyb loi0on pr y^n thus signify that

when the week came round in which the

inhabitants of a particular 10100 were pro-

perly to proceed to Jerusalem, their represen-

tatives did so in the manner described. The

10100 thus denotes besides
"
post," "guard" ;

also (i) the division of priests or Levites that
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did duty at the Temple during a particular
week

; (2) the inhabitants of the ward or

district from which the division came. The

phrase lotpo nMN is generally interpreted as
" men of the priestly -000." In b. Taan 27*,

commenting on M. ib. iv. 2 end and iv. 3, the

phrase is clearly used to refer to the whole

body of priests, Levites and Israelites doing

duty at the Temple,
75 in contrast to the

ipyo, whom the laymen of the "WQ
represented, and who assembled for divine

service in their cities at home. The priestly

"JDtPD was too numerous to serve at the sacrifice

simultaneously in full force. It was therefore

divided into JTDN rra. Each :mm did duty
at the sacrifice on a particular day. In con-

trast to the 3N no WJK, the priests doing duty
on a particular day, the IDttfD nw are (Taan ii.

6-7) the priests of the whole weekly division. 76

This fluctuation in their usage has caused

these various terms to be applied somewhat

indiscriminately in the Talmudim, with re-

sulting confusion. Thus the whole body of

priests, Levites and laymen doing duty at the

Temple in one week are in Taan iv. 2 called

iqyo, which in J. ib. 67* (30 bot.) is corrected

to ~noy, of which latter the former is perhaps
a corruption ;

for it is only in later passages
that the word is used absolutely of persons.

J.T.F. c
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The iDyo is thus the place of the "ray, as the

form implies. In our Mishna BIK. iii. 2 the

word ID^D is obviously geographical in its

application. For layEattf Jivvy cannot mean
the cities in the body of priests, Levites and
Israelites at Jerusalem. The commentator's

interpretation of iByo bv Ty with twn ^ Ty
TQyDn is equally untenable. For the ttfNi

iDyon cannot himself be called the "tayiD, even

granted the correctness of the reading in

Taan iv. 2,. The word "TOD can thus only
mean the district of the IDWQ. (On *w -py

IQ^Q cf. below.) The ToyB ^IMN are the laymen
of this district who remain in the home dis-

trict, while the lattfB nMN or Tiny (cf. below)

proceed to Jerusalem. The iD^on ttfNi can

therefore not be simply the head of the nMN
"TODn because we meet him in the Temple.
The iBitfarr tp&o, on the other hand, was cer-

tainly the chief priest of the priestly laipa
;

but the word iDttfD, we have seen, is also used

by the Mishna to denote all the inhabitants

of a district, thus including the lEyan nwN
M. Taan iv. 2 end. This confirms the

hypothesis of Professor Biichler (Priester und

Cultus, p. 93) that the iDyQii ) and the

-iBttfDn tt^Ni are identical
;
and both would

denote the chief priest of the "inipo, who in

virtue of his office was, at any rate before the
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limitation of priestly privileges that followed

the Pharisee victory, the religious head of

the "TD^D. The word Ty denotes a " com-

munity
"

as well as a city.
77 The city was

the centre of the religious organization to

which in later days its synagogue
78 court

(in JVl)
79 and schools 80 were open, these in-

stitutions being limited to the cities. The

phrase fDyoittf /iwy can therefore only mean
the cities, i.e. communities, of one of the

twenty-four districts into which Palestine was
divided for purposes of Temple service. These

gathered
81 with their BIKKURIM to the Tjr

layo *?ttf, which seems to mean that city of the

district in which its priests dwelt. For in the

poem irwn n^nn of the liturgy for the gth of

Ab., which Qalir has based on a Boraitha now
lost to us, he has preserved for us some of the

priestly divisions of Galilee and of the places

occupied by their priests.
82 This geographi-

cal use of the word tqyo would lead us to

expect that the "royo of the Mishna is identical

with the "f?9 of the Tosefta. The records only

give us sure knowledge of the division of

Judea into DO^9. Nehemiah iii. names five

of them. The Mekilta tc Deut. published by
Dr. D. Hoffmann in the Hildesheimer Jubel-

schrift (Hebrew part, p. 30) tells us how jnenrr "i,

related to mpn p pnv 'i of Emmaus, that
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")31D pnv, Johanan the scribe of the

Synhedrion,
83 wrote at the dictation of Simon

ben Gamaliel and Johanan ben Zakkai. DJWB
ivtyn DiTntf wnxb ^DT p prrvoi faroa in

Drnn 0*73 /lynttfS b^rwS pjnnnm That

Dm stands for Judea is evident from

the next following passage, which gives us a

second letter sent to upper and lower Galilee.

Judea was accordingly, c. 70, c.e., divided

into an upper and lower part like Galilee, and,

further, into seven D'obs. The Aruch, s.v. f^3,

says six or seven cities make up a f^D or mno.
From Neh. hi. 9, 12, 16, 17, 18 it would follow

that the "j^s was a district centring around

a city, that district being divided into two

parts, each under its own ruler or in some
cases left undivided (yv. 14, 15). In Gen. R.

50 end we read ^ b rrrw runo^ ^IPD

p iron ^n^ irr 1^1133. So that the

also had two rulers. This would sup-

port the identity of puna in the sense of province
with i"?9.

84
Although these only two records,

viz. Nehemiah and the above-named Mekilta

to Deuteronomy, give information concerning
the division of Judea alone into DO^S, this

seems accidental
;

for the name is used to

denote any district of Palestine.85 Judea and

Galilee, we saw, were both divided into an

upper and lower part. Judea was further
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divided into seven 00*73, of which two were

whole (Neh. x. 14, 15), and possibly the other

five were subdivided into two parts. If Galilee

were similarly subdivided, there would thus be

twenty-four divisions of DO^S), as there were

nnDya. 86 The Tosefta, we saw, calls the fayD
of the Mishna "]b^ }

thus supporting the inter-

changeability of the terms and identity of

division. We know that the Romans will have

adopted the divisions they found in Palestine

for their administrative purposes.
87 We saw

that the iqyo was the basis of the Jewish
administration. The Romans then will have

adopted the divisions into nnoyo, so that the

religious ID^D became also the secular "jbs or

The Mishna tells us further that the march
to Jerusalem was commenced at the command
of the n:iDD, which word always denotes a

priestly officer. 88 From the Tosefta we learn

that there went with those who were bringing
BIKKURIM to Jerusalem nwrn no "?DI D^mn.89

The phrase nwsn no is, of course, personal in

its application, and no doubt a corruption of

the earlier noon ^a.90
Geiger shows that

these were the priests doing service at the

Temple. Since the priests doing service at

the Temple were only the priests of the
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IN no,91 and theTosefta tells us that ^n ^
/iDJDrr, like the iBttfQ, proceed to the Temple
from the provinces, it would follow that

riDJDH ^n VD and the "iQitfQ are identical, and so

also the -HDJDn ^n (m) and the IK JTH. Thus
the nDJDn oa ni^ttf, who decide in cases of

doubt concerning the fitness of an offering,

are three of the priests doing duty on a

particular day. The JiDJUn ttf*o will then

have been identical with the aN jva ttftf"). We
find the IN JV2 two, together with the po,

accompanying the High Priest when the latter

officiated at the offering,
92 and the fact that

the nw:)n iwn is mentioned with the po as

officiating with the High Priest when he read

from the Law on the Day of Atonement 93

points in this direction. Geiger
94 would

identify nwDH i^n with "ID^DH two. He also

regards the D^rn as priests.
95 The fact that

they proceeded to Jerusalem from the "f^s
96

shows that they are not of the permanent

Temple officials. In Tamid v. 3 we find the

D^rn in attendance on those priests of the :m jva

who did not succeed in securing a part by
lot in the sacrificial service. As all the

priests of the as /va are thus accounted for,

the D^rrr cannot themselves be priests. They
would, however, be under the charge of a

priestly officer, who, according to M. Skalim
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v. i, had charge of the clothing of the ordinary

priests who officiated at the daily sacrificial

service, EWllbon by DmS). In similar manner
we find the Levites under charge of a priest

occupying minor positions in the Temple
service, such as guarding its external posts

97

and the closing of the Temple gates.
98 Such

a minor position is occupied by the D^rrr,

who, according to Sue. iv. 4, are in charge of

the palm-branches for the Feast of Taber-

nacles, under the control of a Levite officer. 99

As we have seen them under a priest in

attendance on priests at the daily sacrifice,

they cannot themselves be laymen, who no-

where held such a position. And since they
are not themselves priests, the conclusion is

forced upon us that in the D'Otrr we have a

body of Levites. 100 In 2 Chron. xix. n we
find the Levite Dntoittf as officers of the law.

From 2 Chron. xxxiv. 13, onsw D"i^noi

Dnjnten oniDiten, it follows that the IBID and
the itDW are not identical

;
cf. 2 Chron. xxvi.

ii : -izoittf (cf. the Assyrian Sataru, "to write ")
is etymologically the equivalent of the Hebrew

IBID,
"
a scribe

"
;

but IBID, if related to

the Assyrian Saparu, to send, would etymo-

logically signify the one who sends the

letter. 101 In their legal functions it would

seem that the IBID was the lawyer and the
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-jaw the officer entrusted with the execution

of the judge's sentence in cases of flagella-

tion. 102 Now we find the D^trr as officers of

the law, and in this very position.
103 In M.

Mak. iii. 12 the nWDH ITPT is described as

occupying this position. Whether under j?n

no^Dn any one of the D^rn is to be understood

or an officer who stood in the same relation

to the o^rn as did the nDJDn twn or jvn two

a** to the nwsn ^1 urn) or aN jva cannot be

ascertained. M. Sota, where we find the

Itn handing the scroll of the Law to the

win, might point to the latter direction.

In Tos. Mac. v. 12 (444
29

) this legal officer is

called simply fln. Thus we see that the

D*0fn were neither priests (Geiger, I.e.) nor

laymen,
104 but Levites

;
so that the priests

and Levites of any one of the twenty-four
administrative districts of Palestine (i"?H) or

iqyo) accompanied the Israelites who brought
their Bikkurim to Jerusalem from that dis-

trict.

Both the Mishna and Philo give half a year
as the period during which Bikkurim were

brought to Jerusalem. Six months is, however,
also the period during which all the ;rnDi0o

served for one week at the Temple. This

makes it highly probable that the time at

which the Bikkurim from each ioyo or i^s
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was brought to Jerusalem coincided with

that at which its IB^D had to go thither.

Otherwise why indeed should the priests and

Levites accompany the Bikkurim procession
at all ? The mere fact that a whole district

presented its firstfruits at the same time pre-

supposes that the time was administratively
determined. This is further borne out by
the fact that their arrival is expected at

Jerusalem, where we shall see (p. 31, note 124)

they were greeted by the naming of their dis-

trict. We are also told that D^Dm mnsn
D'NXV Vn pW3Jn TOD ft .D/Wlp

1

? D'NXV DHlUm.
The onau are known to us as three officials

out of the weekly "IDIMD who had charge of

the vessels for the sacrificial service,
106 and

also as a title of permanent Temple officials.

On the other hand, as Professor Biichler has

shown, there was only one pD in the Temple,
and nns is nowhere else the title of a Temple
official. The phrase onaum D'nom mnsn

(cf. D.S. for readings) can hardly be a reminis-

cence of Dan. iii. 2, 27, as Professor Biichler

maintains, because there the order is different,

the list larger, and in Aramaic. The combina-
tion D^DI /iina occurs in Ezek. xxiii. 6, 23,

Jer. li. 23, cf. xxviii. 37. Under the onnu we

may then safely understand the priests of the

or the permanent officials who bore the
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title, while the phrase cnjom ninsin will be
borrowed from the Biblical combination.

Now, the phrase rNsv vn vwDjn "TQD ^b recurs

in Tos. Skalim ii. 15 in slightly different form.

There we are told

(v. 1. vm pwD3 vrr)

raw. The meaning of this passage becomes
clear from Josephus, Contra Apion, ii. 8 end

" Et congregati in templi mediante die a

praecedentibus claves templi et ad munerum
vasa omnia percipiunt."
The combination of our passage in the

Tosefta with this one in Josephus enables us

to infer that at midday of the last day of the

week of one iDttfB the in^o and I^DION of the

outgoing one gave up, respectively, the vessels

and keys entrusted to their care to those

officers of the incoming one. This is also in

full agreement with our information that the

incoming lowo began its duty with the Ton
D'Oiyn v^ bttf, the evening sacrifice. 107 The
words rNsm rwsj T3 jS (v.l. vm I^DJDJ vn)

VNXV look very much like a variant if not a

corruption of the simpler expression of our

Mishna, VN2V vn VDJDJn "lUD W. In any case,

the words can only mean that the honour

paid by the officers of the outgoing IDWD to

those of the incoming one varied with their

respective standing and dignity. To inter-
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pret TQ;D with in,
108 is not justified by the

usage of the word, which nowhere means
"
multitude." The motive of the interpre-

tation is made evident in the passage cited
;

but we know that great difference did exist

in the standing and dignity of the various

jmQitfQ. 109 That this same expression is used

with reference to those who came out to meet
the company approaching with the Bikkurim
would indicate that we have here a similar

greeting of an incoming iDttfD. The vague

expression DrDJDm mrrsn is thus explained

by the immediately following ^WDJn TQD t|9
l

?

VNXV vn- The various Temple officials came
out to meet them according to the rank and
station of the incoming IIDIMD. Under this

vague expression we are no doubt to under-

stand those permanent officials of the Temple
of whom the Mishna nowhere makes distinct

mention, since they took no part in the

Temple's sacrificial service, with which alone

the Mishna is concerned. Hence again the

vague naming. In the DniO, on the other

hand, we may perhaps see an indication that

the officers of the outgoing lotpo were among
those who came to meet the procession. We
saw that each person who brought the first-

fruit offering brought the
"
seven kinds,"

and that too in particular arrangement. This
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latter rule can hardly have been made for a

few individual cases of persons who happened
to bring the seven kinds. It no doubt hangs
together with the storing arrangements at the

Temple. On the other hand, we saw also

that the firstfruits had to be dedicated by
those who owned both the fruit and the land

on which it was grown (Note 44). It is

impossible to assume that all landowners

will have grown all the
"
seven kinds

"
on

their own land. Nor is it likely that they
all could and would leave their work year
after year for this journey. There can be no
doubt that the baskets of fruit were made

up of contributions from various people, and
were taken to Jerusalem by their delegates,

possibly the Israelites of the "noy, possibly

by others with these. 110

From these foregoing considerations it is

clear that the Bikkurim went to the Temple
with the lotto of the district whence it was

brought. We have not sufficient informa-

tion to enable us to determine whether the

priest who placed himself in attendance on

each worshipper who brought Bikkurim was

one of the outgoing ~)D^Q or of the incoming
one, which had arrived with the procession.

111

Nor can we decide whether they arrived on

the morning of the day on which the duties
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of the new IDIPD were to begin, or on the day
before. Philo accounts for the extension of

the period during which the Bikkurim were

brought to Jerusalem, over six months, by
pointing out that in different localities fruits

ripened at different times. We saw, however,

(Note 58) that fruits were dedicated to Bik-

kurim before they had fully ripened, and
some time elapsed between their dedication

and their presentation. The date at which the

fruits ripened will have influenced the time at

which the 10100 or Tifcy of a particular iDyo
did duty at the Temple. The order having
been thus determined for the one half year,
will probably[have been followed for the other.

As the date of Pentecost would thus have

affected the whole organization of Judea

(p. 13, Notes 48-52), the above reconstruction

may throw light on the dispute between the

popular Pharisees and the aristocratic Sad-

ducees of the Temple concerning the inter-

pretation of mtwrmnDQ in Lev. xxiii. 15.

The Sadducees interpreted mitf literally as

Sabbath, so that Pentecost would always fall

on Sunday, whereas the Pharisees maintained

that raw here designated the first day of the

festival. The date of this day being dependent
on the fixing of the new moon by the Pharisee

authority, the whole organization of Judea,
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as dependent on the presentation of the First-

fruits, was thus secured under their control.

The various communities comprised within

one of the twenty-four districts into which

Palestine was thus divided for purposes of

Temple service (/inpyo) assembled in the

priests' city of the district, TDyo bw Ty (cf . p.

19), and passed the night in itsmarket square.
112

They entered no house, lest any defilement

should befall their Bikkurim. 113
Early in the

morning
114 the appointed chief 115 of the "IDWD,

i.e. the priestly division of the district called

those who were to proceed to Jerusalem with

the Iowa to the march, with the proclamation
"
Arise, and let us go up to Zion, to the house

of the Lord our God.
' ' 1 1 6 The procession then

set itself on the march, joined by the priests

and Levites of the "O0a. 117 Before it went
an ox with gilded horns crowned with an olive

wreath. 118 The flute played
119 before the

procession all the way until it reached the

neighbourhood of Jerusalem. The proces-
sion marched eight hours a day,

120
beginning

each stage of the journey to the call of
"

I

was glad when they said unto me, Let us go
to the house of the Lord "

(Ps. cxxii. i).

The next verse of this psalm brought the

procession to a halt, when it arrived at
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Jerusalem.
121 Then they sent messengers

before them, to secure fresh fruits for hang-

ing around their baskets. 122 Those who had

brought dried figs or raisins as Bikkurim

now brought fresh figs or grapes to hang
around their baskets. Two doves were sus-

pended from the sides of the baskets. 123

Some of the officers of the priestly division

then on duty at the Temple came out to

meet them (p. 16 ff.). As they passed

through Jerusalem on their way to the

Temple the artisans at work in the open
spaces of the streets, in front of their houses,

rose to greet them, saying,
" Our brethren,

men of such and such a place, welcome." 124

When the procession reached the Temple
Mount the flute stopped its playing.

125

Each man took his basket from the person
who carried it for him, put it on his own
shoulder,

126 and went in the procession into

the Temple Court reciting Ps. 150 as they
went. 127 When the procession reached the

forecourt the Levites took up the song with

Ps. xxx.

The connexion between the content of

this psalm and the presentation of Bikkurim
is not clear, b. Shebuoth I5

b
records, with-

out reference to the occasion, that the psalm
was sung from every point of vantage in
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Jerusalem. Philo does not mention the

psalm. Graetz, in Monatschrift, 1877 (p.

439!), refers the inclusion of this psalm in

the ceremony to an individul occasion (40,

c.e.), when the threatened desecration of the

Temple (40, c.e.) was averted by the death

of Caligula. This, however, does not compel
us, with him, to refer and limit all the details

recorded to the same occasion. The simple

rising of the artisans, as the procession

passed, which is all the Mishna records,
128

could well have maintained itself despite

frequent repetition. Flutes were the accom-

paniment of all processions, and the ox with

gilded horns was also not unusual. The

history narrated in the ritual accompanying
the presentation of the Bikkurim (Deut. xxvi.)

is, however, not out of harmony with the

content of Psalm xxx., and that may have

served for the connexion. 129

While the Levites were reciting the Psalm

a priest placed himself in attendance on each

worshipper. The latter, with his basket still

on his shoulder,
130

recited,
"

I profess this

day unto the Lord thy God," etc. (Deut.
xxvi. 3

b
). Then lowering the basket from

the shoulder, he held it by the rim while the

priest put his hands under it. The priest

then waved the basket while the worshipper
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recited Deut. xxvi. 5-10*. Having completed
the recitation the worshipper placed his basket

at the south-western corner of the altar.

Then, after prostrating himself, he retiredm
(cf. Note 25). If the worshipper could not

himself recite the ritual, the priest repeated
it with him. 132 The two doves that were

hung over the sides of each basket were

offered up as a burnt offering,
133 while the

ox they had brought with them was slain

as a peace offering, and served to provide
the pilgrims with their festive meal. 134

Those who brought Bikkurim were bound to

remain in Jerusalem over-night.
136 In the

morning those who brought their firstfruits

in metal baskets could receive their baskets

back again, and they whose duties in the

Temple did not keep them at Jerusalem for

the week were free to return home.

J.T.F.
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7. Cf. Neh. x. 40.

8. See Note 19.

9. Exod. xxii. 28 (rw^o=pn
i

O3, see below,

p. 12, and Note 41). Prov. iii. 9. Sirach xxxv.
8 (10), etc. Cf. i Mace. iii. 49, Rom. xi. 16, etc.

10. Homer, Iliad, ix. 534, is regarded as its

only reference to a public festival. Cf. W.
Leafs edition (London, 1900). Note ad loc.

With the derivation of 701/1/09, from yvw,"
knee," in the sense of the part of a garden

most exposed to the sun, cf. the similar use
of pp in Isaiah v. 2. See M. Bik. i. 3. Cf.

Porphyry, Abstin. ii. 5, for the idea.

11. See end of article
"
Erstlinge

"
in

Winer's Realworterbuch.

12. Exod. xxiii. 19, xxxiv. 26 ; Deut.
xxvi. 2 ;

Ezek. xliv. 20 ;
Neh. x. 36.

13. Plinius, Hist. Nat. xviii. 2. "Ne de-

gustabant novas fruges aut vina antequam
sacerdotes primitias libassent."

14. M. Bik. iii. i.

15. Sifre Deut. xxvi. 2. M. Bik. i. 3, 10.

Cf. b. Bro. 35a (n bot.). Mek. S.Y. Exod.
xxxiv. 26. Yad Bik. ii. 2. Cf. J. Bik. 63d
(33 bot.).

16. ttai of Deut. viii. 8 is explained as

honey of dates. Sifre I.e. J. Bik. 63d (23

bot.). The reference is to dates. Honey
itself was not permitted. Cf. to next note

;

and Smith, Sem. p. 221.
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17. Sifre" Deut. xxvi. 2, s.v. ns to. M. Halla
iv. II ;

cf. b. Erechin iia. Tosafoth, s.v.

TOO, Tern. 4a. Tosafoth, s.v. fnVo, b.

Hullin I2ob. An exception in favour of

wine and oil is made in M. Ter. xi. 3, J. ib.

47d. (30 bot). Yad Bik. ii. 4.

18. Deut. xxvi. 9. Sifre Deut. xxvi. 1-9.
R. Simon excludes Gilead M. Bik. i. 10 (cf.

Tos. Ter. ii. 12, p. 27
21

). According to

Yad Bik. ii. i, including Sihon, Og and Syria ;

excluding Moab. Josephus, Ant. XVI. vi. 7,

indicates that Jews of Cyrene and Asia Minor
also brought their firstfruit offerings to Jeru-
salem in festive procession. M. Halla iv. ii

includes Syria.

19. Exod. xxiii. 19, xxiv. 26. Deut.

xxvi. 2. M. Bik. ii. 3. Tos. Skal. iii. 24
(p. 179

12
). Thus the command for the presen-

tation of Bikkurim lost its force with the fall

of the Temple. Sifre Deut. xxvi. 4.

20. Malachi iii. 8.

21. 2 Chron. xxxi. ii f.

22. Neh. xiii. 5.

23. Neh. xii. 44.

24. Deut. xviii. 14.

25. Cf. Smith, Sem. p. 241.
26. Num. xviii. 26.

27. Ib. v. 27.
28. Neh. x. 39 f.

29. Deut. xiv. 22 f.

30. Num. xviii. 13 ; Ezek. xliv. 30.

31. Cf. Nahum iii. 12.

32. See below, p. 13 and Note 49.
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33. M. Hal. iii. i.

34. Sifre Num. xviii. 27. M. Ter. i. 4.

35. Neh. x. 36 ; Deut. xxvi. i-n.

36. Cf. p. 9.

37. M. Bik. ii. 3 ; M. Halla iv. 9.

38. Yad Bik. iii. i.

39. Cf. Mek. S.Y. to Exod. xxiii. 19,
M. Ter. iii. 7.

40. Cf. M/ Bik. iii. 7; J. ib. 640 (30 bot.) ;

Yad ib. iii. i.

41. Cf. b. Ter. iv. a. (ca. 8, top) n^
.nann i^ TVOTI

42. Deut. xxvi. 3b-ioa, 13-15.

43. Mek. Exod. xxiii. 19. M. Bik. i. 2,

ii. 3 exclude fnym rpnpom /rrvDrrm vonn.
For PDHN Mek. S.Y. has pony- So Tos.

Peah, iii. i (p. 20 23
), ib. Ter. ii. ii

(27
29

),
all with ;rrv3rr; v.l., m-nan and

r"OVT. Against Delitzsch, who translates onN
with "overseer," see Jensen, Z.A. i. 406,
who compares Assyrian irrisu,

"
Feldarbeiter,"

from eresu,
"
to plant," which, as he points out,

is wider than the Arabic ^j&,
"
to plant trees."

Schwally, Idioticon, p. 115, compares the
Arabic t&j&>, Syriac L^ t

Hebrew

Fleischer in Levy, N.H. i. 283, points to

which Lagarde points out (Nominal Bildung,
100) is, as a qittil form, not native Arabic. Cf .

Frankel, p. 128. Schwally, who translates

DHN with
"
Pachter," would connect this

word with non b.h. nternw,
"
the betrothed

girl," and Assyrian erisu,
"
Bridegroom," and
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so the last with errisu and eresu ; but
and inorr (with the v.l. noted above)

generally occur together, and of these, the
"
Pachter," those who farm a field, paying its

owner a stated quantity of produce, are the

rTDn as opposed to the -ow who pays in

money. Tos. Dmai vi. 2 (p. 56
15

).
The

produce of the field, whatever it may yield,
then belongs to the TDn or ~oitp. The
montf, on the other hand, is the contract

(jrtDnN "itottf M. Baba Bathra x. 4) held by the

owner against his labourer, binding the latter

to cultivate land in return for payment in

kind by a certain proportion of the fruit of

his labour. A labourer under such condi-

tions is an DHN. Barth connects nitniN with

Hochzeit
"

; ^>^ verlobte= Mishnaic

Against Lagarde, Sem. i. 50 (Gesenius,

Thesaurus, 155), who connects with j^l
(ttns),

"
Erlegen und so das Recht an ein

Madchen gewinnen." The and ^ seem

to speak against Barth. The specific appli-
cation of DHN in the Mishna suggest that to

its primary Assyrio-Babylonian (East Semi-

tic) meaning of husbandman, errisu, from
erresu (with $*=) to which we probably
owe the variant ony was added the

" com-

pensation
"
idea of the Arabic (S.W. Semitic)

J^=Hebrew (N.W. Semitic) un, which
underlies the use of the etymologically dis-

tinct HDI-IN and VDII^. Thus also the
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(b. Moed. Qatan 22b
)

is a meal given
by a host to his guest, who is to give another
meal (tonrumB) in return. mTDrr=/nT3m^a,
cf. M. Bik. i. II

; R. Jehouda includes ^yn
niTDm niDntt among those who must bring
BIKKURIM. The words thus denote different

relations in farming. The many and the

JIWDH may be temporary (ryvb) or perma-
nent (oSj^) and hereditary (rrONvn), cf. J.
Bik. 64

b b. Baba Bathra 46* : ppnp'D =
crtKapiKov. S. Kraus, Lehnworter, ii. 3Q2b," Rauberwesen "

besonders das Gesetz w.

gegen d. Banditen in Palestina eingefuhrt
wurde." See Gratz in Jahresbericht d. Bres-

lauer Frankelsche Seminar, 1892 ; cf. Mon-
atschrift, 1877, p. 437. The Sicarii, Gratz

points out, were the Zealots who, when, after

the death of Agrippa I, Judea became a
Roman province, urged their fellows to re-

bellion by committing murder and robbery
against those friendly to Rome. Cf. Geiger,
Urschrift, p. 126, who defines them as the

D'Mp, the Republican Zealots whom the
Pharisees and Aristocrats considered as

traitors. Against the Sicarii, according to

Gratz, the ppnp'D H was formulated, mak-

ing invalid the purchase from them of lands
of which they had gained violent possession.
The activity of the Sicarii brought on the war,
with the consequent fall of Jerusalem and
the Temple. The lands of Judea were for-

feited by the Romans and resold to Jews
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friendly to Rome, the fipnp'D H being sus-

pended in Judea during the war, but main-
tained in Galilee, which under a Judean
prince, Agrippa II, had given no favourable

opportunity for the activity of the Sicarii, and
where Vespasian, out of regard for Agrippa,
allowed no plundering or confiscation. Rosen-
thai in Monatschrift, 1893, pp. 58 ff., draws a
distinction between jnp'D, o-tKapioi, and vipnp'D.

The former are the Zealots, to whose activity
Gratz attributes the origin of the law before

the war
;

the latter are common robbers.

The ppnp'D are distinguished from the ]"?o

in that the former could show apparently
legal right to the land they held because they
compelled the owners formally to sell or give
them the land. The absence of freedom of

will on the owner's part made the transaction

invalid in Jewish, but not necessarily in

Roman, law. Rosenthal dates the law in the

period after the fall of Bethar at the time of

the rising in the reign of Antoninus Pius,

138-161. In that case the law could have
had no practical application to the presenta-
tion of Bikkurim, which ceased with the fall

of the Temple (Note 19), and the reference

in the Mishna would be a late insertion.

Vpnp'D is, however, not so likely a later

form of ]Hp'D (and a-iicapiKOi of a-iKapioi), but
more probably a corruption of ipHp'D, which,
as S. Kraus (Byzantinische Zeitschrift, 1893,
ii. p. 511) who compares \ya-riK6v, aworddis-
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covered by L. Cohn in an old unedited

glossary points out, denotes the condition

brought about by, and all applying to, the

o-iKaptoi, THp^D. On ]bo cf. Strack and Sieg-

fried, 62, a. With TDn, etc., cf. /**. and

yCe> (Lane, i. 2, 165).

44. Bik. i. ii. The point of the exclusion

is that the ownership of fruit or land apart
from each other does not suffice. Cf. Yad
Bik. ii. 13, 14.

45. Neh. x. 36.

46. M. Bik. i. 3. Tos. Bik. i. i (p. loo 1

),

etc.

47. M. Bik. i. 6.

48. Cf. Exod. xxiii. 16, xxxiv. 22.

49. Lev. xxiii. 17.

50. Ib. v. 20.

51. Lev. xxiii. 15, 21. Num. xxviii. 26.

Cf. Sifre Deut. xxvi. 2, s.v. VD n

52. Cf. M. Halla iv. 10
;
Bik. i. 3.

53. Gratz, Monatschrift, 1877, p. 439.

54. M. Bik. ii. 3. Peah i. i. Sifre Deut.
xxvi. 2, s.v. JTIPIOD.

55. J. Bik. iii. I
; 65, c. (7 top) ;

b. Hullin

137, b.
;
Yad Bik. ii. 17.

56. Sifre Deut. xxvi. 10, s.v. rntMO ntf (Fried-
man's correction to nnwno, which occurs in

xxvi. 2, needs recorrection). M. Bik. iii. i,

and, with further details, Tos. Bik. ii. 8

(p. 101 21
) ; Yad, ib. iii. 7.

57. TTW includes both p"?n mv, cornfield,
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eb. ii. i, and p^Nn rrw, fruit garden, M. Sab.

i. i.

58. J. Bik. 65, c (5) explains nzottf with

VJS) V^3N 1DU i^BN. They are to be ripe at

time of presentation, not of dedication; cf.

Yad ii. 19. It is to be noted that the Piel

")33 here (M. Bik. iii. i) has the signification

of entering into and remaining in a condition,
a meaning which in Biblical Hebrew is limited

to the Hifil. This use of the Piel in the co-

hative sense of the Hifil is thus another in-

stance of the predilection of New Hebrew for

the intensive stem. Cf. Strack and Siegfried,

89, a.

59. Tos. Bik. ii. 9 (p. ioi 22
) nnw, cf.

Assyrian masahu, which Delitzsch, Prolegom.

178, would keep distinct from ~~^. The

Assyrian preservation of theirr would indeed

require . In this word, then, which, as its

use in our passage would indicate, was in

common use in Palestine, we have another
distinct root, known to us from the Assyrian,

preserved in a purely Hebrew passage. Cf.
n

also .^ rvo 3

" mensus est," in Syriac. See

Noldeke, Die Semitische Sprachen, p. 23 and

p. 25 bottom. Frankel, 282.

60. ^ b.h. ND;I. Low, Aram. Pflanzen-

namen, pp. 54, 63. Used as application for

wound. M. Erubin, x. 14.
61. -irw Dmza omN *nipi inn IDIN nyotp "i

According to this tradent the
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explicit dedication was to be repeated when the
fruits were gathered in and ripe, cf . Yad Bik. ii.

19. The use ofjtwo participles with waw, where
in Biblical Hebrew we would have a finite

verb and two infinitives, is to be noted.

Two perfects are similarly joined in N.H. to

denote past action, tp irrNQ generally intro-

duces logical sequence (Levy, N.H. i. 57, b).
Here it introduces sequence of time=b.h.

nrm "w -iim and N.H. v irm v "in*
1

?,

with the double accusative to proclaim
x as y, and so to dedicate x as y a mean-

ing which it does not have in Biblical He-
brew. Cf. Bacher, Exegetische Terminologie,
ii. 194.

62. M. Bik. iii. 10. Tos. ib. ii. 12 (io2
14

).

63. M. Bik. iii. n. Yad, ib. ii. 18. Cf.

Geiger, Urschrift, p. 171, on sanctification

through contact with what is holy.

64. Tos. Bik. ii. 8 (p. ioi 24
). Yad, ib.

ii. 7.

65. Maimonides explains "inN ill (v.l.

irwoT) with im NXVDI ]^y IN ^m rsin. The
word N^in is, according to Fleischer (in Levy,
N. H. i. 557, a, (hot.), a softened form of NXTT,

l.o* ^f^- Blatter von Dattlepalmen und
andere ahnliche, pi., with inserted 3 in ^jrn

int^S), as opposed to \rws w& (v.l. -^N
bundles). Tos. Sue. i. 5, 6, J. ib. 52b ^n
lAU., isiXoo. Fleischer in Levy, T. W. i. 425a.

Cf. Low, Aram. Pflanzennamen, 121, p. 167.
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66. Tos.
p^D nbynb, Yad >J?:n p

67. M. Bik. iii. 9. D^Nnn owno
.Dpojn ni-orci D^ao D'pirnm

jvuro.pl. JTruro, Levy, N. H., s.v., compares
Gr. TO. yapyapa =heap of dried figs. Fleischer,

ib. i. p. 436, compares j^j^
"
runder

haufen," Vulgar Arab. j\^jc*.
"
Oliven die

den hochsten Grad der Reife erreicht, und
dadurch alle Bitterkeit verloren haben."

Cuche j*j*, Vulg. Ar. ^J,^^,
"
Olives tres

mures." In the Mishna Jinjnj always of

dried figs, but IJIJ denotes a dried olive in

M. Men. viii. 3. (See Dr. F. Goldmann in

Monatschrift, 1906, p. 712. "Der Olbau in

Palastina in der Tanaitischen Zeit
"

)
. m:m:) is

to be kept distinct from n^ni b.h. nbm, Syr.

jA\^. r
cf. \\, to collect, make into lumps,

O - O J

gobbets (Lane). &k^ lump, large goblet or

mouthful : cf. Assyrian DUBLU,
"
founda-

tion," and the Hebrew homonym n^ie^*,

raisin cake or foundation. rr?ni=alump of

pressed figs, pressed fig cake probably made

by treading. Cf. b. Pes. 87 b. (top), ^KH *?3n

nrniD nn, and Bertinoro to M. Ter. ii. 4.

J. Bik. 65 c. (top) admits the fig cake from

n^yp, not from msn, no doubt as illustration

of the geographical conditions mentioned in

Note 18. D'j?Q?f (^J5ai, to shrivel up, cf. Hos.

ix. 14 ; D^pDX DHiy Targ. J. Num. vi. 8
;

rpos for Heb. D^a*), dried grapes. Once
for olives, see Goldmann, Monatschrift, 1906,

P- 715.
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68. M. Bik. iii. 8. Sirre* Deut. xxvi. 4,
s.v. ttXnptjrtnpfoi cf. Yad Bik. iii. 8.

69. am bw e]DD^ mrbp : nr^p (Gr. TO Ka\aOos,

plaited hand-basket, especially for fruit).

The women's spinning basket and the fruit

basket were both so named because of simi-

larity in form. Rich, Dictionary of Roman
and Greek Antiquities, s.v. Calathus.

70. nEnbp roiy *w onm ^D. The *?D was of

the commonest baskets. Cf. J. Aboda Zara,

42 c. Kin ]vn bv "Qi *?on. It was used as

bread basket ;
cf. b. Joma, 74 b, 'a nan irtt

i
1

? VNP 'D
1

? iVoa /is ib ttW, cf . Rashi, he who has
no bread left in the basket is anxious for the

morrow. This may help to explain Mark viii.

14-21 : rrwu itself denotes basket as opposed
to the larger r6^D. The latter as well as the

bD was used for storing straw, M. Kel. xxii.
5 - J

9 (cf. ^i33 a tree of which yellow cups are

made (Lane)). Cf. Moed. Qatan, 27 a,

*? papn *?i itScnpoio S ^bazoi w 1

? utn
D^DI

;
and ibid, end, wib io^ia vn

vm Dnxu ^02 D^^I nnt Wn CIDD^ b*ro 1WTO OT imt^ irpnrr D

DHS3 As indication of wealth of vocabulary
may be mentioned, among other names, for

basket JID cf. ^k^ J'D). PI. with J, nvnD,

\by bv *tiD and nD, pi. VMD , bmn, a basket of

palm-leaves for storing figs and dates
; r6ina,

one to hang over the flanks of the donkey.

K/v^D a*?D=aiD=)iu s>6). njs b.h. /UMS
(^o)

>:zo b.h. mo, /vivo (&;^0 ^J^3^(^Q^i^, besides
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Greek words, e.g. N^oip, nrooip and
,

and, according to Levy, r6ipn as variant of

rinkp. Biblical Hebrew has ruro in bo and
ante.

71. Sifre I.e.

72. b. Baba Qama 92, a (bot.) Vm

73. J. Taan, 67, d (27 bot.).

74. For the division of Levites into

cf. references given by S. Kraus in J.Q.R.
viii. pp. 675-6, and add Tos. Sue. iv. 28

(200
15

).
Cf. Blau, R.E.f. xxxi. p. 151.

75. That the priests and Levites joined in

divine service at the Temple is made evident

from Tos. Sue. iv. 5. Cf. also Blau, R.E.J.
xxxi. p. 149.

76. J. Taan, 68 a, is obviously a late and
unhistorical reconstruction, and IOPD is here

wrongly used for 2N JTZl. On the formation
of the JTQN \ra cf . Schiirer, Gesch. iii. 275 f.

77. Dr. Weinberg, Die Organisation der

Jiidischen Ortzgemeinden, Monatschrift, 1897,

P- 597 *.

78. M. Megilla, i. 3.

79. Ib. i. i, Rashi.

80. b. Baba Bathra, 21, a.

81. nvoano: wa, to gather, collect. In
Nifal (which does not occur in the Bible), to

enter, to go in. Piel, to gather in. Hence

Hithpael, Isa. xxviii. 20, to gather oneself in.
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Hifil not in b.h., to cause to enter, to bring
in, and Hithpael, in post-biblical Hebrew, of

assembling into a place for religious pur-

poses. So in the derived conjugations in

Ethiopic
"
to enter for worship."

82. See J.Q.R. xvi. 196 f. Biichler on the

Bar Cochba wars.

83. Hoffmann, Der Oberste Gericht, p. 32.

84. Cf. S. Jampel, Das Buch Esther, Frank-
furt (1907), p. 100, on small extent of Medina.

85. Cf. citations in Levy, T.W. ii. 270 a,

b, s.v.

86. Herodotus, iii. 89, records the division

of Satrapies into six or seven provinces ;
cf.

Jampel, I.e.

87. Mommsen, Rom. Gesch. v. 450.

88. Biichler, Priester und Cultus, p. 93.

89. v.l. /lown JT2 ^rn
;

cf. Geiger, Ur-

schrift, p. 125.

90. Geiger, I.e., p. 124 f.

91. Biichler, I.e. p. 67 fc

92. M. Joma iii. 9, iv. i (cf. Biichler, I.e.

p. 91.

93. M. ib. vii. i, cf. M. Sota vii. 7, 8.

94. Urschrift, p. 222. In later literature

and inscriptions jnown twn=chief of the

Synagogue. Rachmuth, Jiiden in N. Africa,

Monatschrift, 1906, p. 49.

95. I.e. p. 125.
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96. Tos. Bik. ii. 8.

97. M. Middoth, i. i.

98. See Biichler, Priester und Cultus, pp.
136, 141-143.

99. Tos. Skalim (i77
3
).

100. Cf. Biichler, I.e. p. 151.

101. Cf. K.A.T.* p. 649. The o of IBID
seems against this derivation.

102. Cf. Rashi, Deut. i. 15, vi. 18. Sifre

Deut. 15 (Ed. Friedmann). Cf. Jebamoth
86 b.

103. Cf. b. Mak. 23 a. non >6N ptnnw r>*

.run nMTi ro

104. So the commentators, who only know
the word in its later signification of

"
Syna-

gogue overseers
"

;
cf. Assyrian huzanu (hu-

zannu),
"
Vorsteher, Oberste Stadtbehorde."

Del. Hwb. 272 a, cf. fcno ^trr, Baba Mezia,

93 pb (top).

106. Biichler, I.e. p. 96.

107. Tos. Sue. iv. 25 (200
12

).

108. So J. Bik. 65 c. (25).

109. Schiirer, ii. p. 236 f.

no. Yad Bik. ii. 21 notes that the owner

may delegate the duty to bring the Bikkurim,
if he decide so to do, at the time of their in-

gathering.

in. If of the incoming "iDtMD it would ex-

plain how, as the Mishna records the Bikkurim
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belonged to the priests of the IQIPQ, and not

to the permanent priestly officers of the

Temple.
112. ram or mm (b.h. irn or am) with

fern. pi. As place in which travellers passed
the night, cf. Gen. xix. 2

; Judges xix. 15.

An open space at the city gates, cf. Neh. viii.

i, 2, 16; 2 Chron. xxxii. 6). J. Bik. 65 c,

interprets with TiWDn /van ir^i. The Syna-
gogue as a building is an institution of later

date. The rairn was, however, the place of

meeting for prayer, Taan xv. b (ca. 12 bot.),
cf. Isa. xv. 3 ; Jer. xlviii. 38 ;

Amos v. 16.

There the inya <IMN gathered for divine services.

113. M. Bik. iii. 2. J. ib. 65 c. Tos. ib.

ii. 8 (ioi
29

).

114. That this is the meaning of DOttfD
1

? is

clear from the context, but the form is diffi-

cult. The Hifil is used to describe the

entering into or taking up of a particular
condition (Ges.-Kautzsch, 53, d, e). Thus
DDitfii would mean to enter into the condition

(lit.

"
of loading ") of doing early (ib. 114,

n). The infinitive DDttfn is used absolutely as

an adverb in Prov. xxvii. 14 ;
I Sam. xvii.

16. This adverbial use of the infinitive has
arisen from its use after a finite verb,

generally with another infinitive joined to it

by the conjunctive waw, to denote the mode
or circumstance of an action or condition

(ib. 113 k). A similar use of two parti-

ciples occurs, e.g., in I Sam. xvii. 41, ii. 26;

J.T.F. B
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2 Sam. iii. i
;

Esther ix. 4 ; Jon. iv. n
;

2 Chron. xvii. 12
;

Prov. iv. 18. The ad-

verbial use of a participle alone is not ad-

mitted for Biblical Hebrew. Yet the analogy
of the above-mentioned case of the infinitive

seems to have given rise to such a usage.
Such seems to be the usage of DWQ in Jer.
v. 8, for were it used adjectivally the plural
would be necessary. A similar explanation
seems to underlie the usage of the word in

Hos. vi. 4, -[birr DO^Q "?ZDDi. The tonic accent

connects it with i^n, so that the Massora
does not regard it as qualifying "?D. The
word DOttfE thus stands absolutely as an ad-

verb. The position of the adverb before the
finite verb it modifies is to give emphasis to

the idea it conveys. Cf. Ps. xcii. 6, etc.

This rare use of the word in Biblical Hebrew
recurs in our Mishnaic usage of the word,
which tends to show that DOttfE for

"
early

"

was in general use. The tendency of a lan-

guage in its later stages to emphasize ideas by
additions and repetitions must account for

the prefixed b probably added on the ana-

logy of *ysb, -Q7, vnyh, etc. Cf. TIDD"?, Job
xxxvi. 31.

'

115. ruiDDrr. Always the title of a priestly
officer. See page 21 and Note 88.

116. Jer. xxxi. 5 b. 'n jvn bx ivs rbyy\ ioip
wnbx. Cf. Isa. ii. 3.

117. onoy 'fiw noaan m "?3i varn. T s -

Bik. ii. 8 (ioi
29
).
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118. According to Josephus, Antiq. XIII.
viii. 2, when Hyrcanus made a truce with
Antiochus because of the Feast of Taber-

nacles, the latter
"
sent in a magnificent

sacrifice, bulls with horns gilded."

119. DIT
Jpb

raa y?nn. The use of roo in

this phrase is peculiar. It is a Hifil participle
of rOJ ({&),

to smite, strike, push ; so, to

press the air through the flute (cf. ypn).
Hence it is peculiarly used in the phrase for

"the flute sounds," "plays." Cf. Water
Feast, Note 61.

120. ova JTIT vw. Tos. Bik. ii. 8 (ioi
28

).

Two parts of the day, i.e. two-thirds. Cf,

Gen. xlvii. 24. Neh. xi. i.

121. J. Bik. iii. 2, 65 c. (14).

122. onmrr -nigy. Bik. iii. 3, cf. iii. 9,

10
;
Yad Bik. ii. 18.

123. M. Bik. iii. 5. Cf. J. ib. 65 d (37)
and (31 bot).

124. M. Bik. iii. 3.

125. M. Bik. iii. 4.

126. M. ib. Tos. Bik. ii. 10 (IO2
1
).

It is

inferred from this passage that Agrippa him-
self carried his basket. The V^3N with
which his name is introduced hardly guaran-
tees the historicity of the event. As to

which Agrippa would be meant, cf. Biichler,

Priester und Cultus, pp. 10 f.

127. J. ib. iii. 2, 65 c (15).

128. arm)
1

? DHOW D^watf; /TWIN
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The interchange of jm, JT^ and nv- is fre-

quent. Cf. Strack and Siegfried, 65 and
66 c. For compound plural /mow tyz cf.

i Chron. vii. 5, 7, n, 40. D^TT mij; Assy-
rian ummanu.

129. According to Maimonides, Yad Bik.

iii. 13, the psalm was sung while the wor-

shippers recited the prescribed passage. Cf.

Sifre Deut. xxvi. n. Philo speaks of the
recitation of the prayer as an aor/ua.

130. M. Bik. iii. 6, WO ^ Vwt Vrn^j J.
ib. iii. 5, lyny. The unusual irmy would
seem to be subjective,

"
while he is yet with

the basket on his shoulder"
; irny objective,"

while the basket is yet. . ."

131. M. Bik. iii. 6. Ib. iii. 12.

132. M. Bik. iii. 7. rrnpbjnv *o
*

s

p JIK ]npo inn

Philo speaks of the recitation as a song.
flrrap avriKpv TOV ^<o/xov SlSaxri TU> tepal TO T

KOI Oavfjida-iov acr/ua diefywv.
Ei <5e /x^ T^ot iu./u.i]-

/J.CVO9, O.KOIHJOV Trapa TOV
tepecos /JLCTO. -jrpocro'xi'*

From this it would seem that Philo knew of

the presentation only in the first of the two

stages which the Mishna records. It also

indicates that the recitation was by heart.

The word Nip, which denotes to read from

scripture (cf. Bacher, Exeg. Termin. ii. 193)
thus also denotes to recite by heart ;

and in

the Hifil to recite for a person, the person for

whom the recitation is made being expressed
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in the accusative. The Htfil is also used of

the reading in school, in which the children

repeat word by word with the leader ; and in

synagogue, in which the congregation re-

sponded with the first verse of a chapter after

each verse read by the leader. J. Sota,
20 c (8).

133. M. Bik. iii. 5.

134. J. ib. Ixv. c (20). Sifre Deut. xvi.

n, cf. xxvi. ii. On the custom of pilgrims
to bring with them the offering that is to

provide the festive meal, cf. Smith, Sem.

p. 147.

135. M. Bik. ii. 4. Yad, ib. iii. 14.
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The Water Feast

THE NAME

THE celebration described in the Mishna 1

as rawn /ri nnnv, and which in modified

form is observed to this very day,
2 is recorded

as an occasion of extraordinary festivity

which gave rise to the saying that he who has

not witnessed it has not seen what real joy
is.

3 Yet the details of its observance have

come down to us in very fragmentary form,

and even its name is matter of dispute.

Taylor's Ethics of the Fathers, p. 44, quotes
the reading mw, 4 and the Mater Lectionis

underlies our difficulty. Geiger (Lesebuch d.

Mishna, Glossary, s.v. rQNitf) would see in our

word a Syriac ^Q^ from ^Q^, to burn ;

Arab. <-^* (cf. Assyrian SABABU), and so

translates
"
torch." In this he is followed

by Herzfeld, Gesch. ii. p. 179, and Kohut
Aruch s.v. supports the rendering ; but N,

54
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though sometimes Mater Lectionis for a, a
5

, and
sometimes even for e6

, never denotes u.

Herzfeld I.e. would surmount the difficulty

which the K presents by saying
"
Zur erkla-

rung des N hatte er (i.e. Geiger) hinzufiigen
sollen dass dieses im Syrischen bei Verbis Yy
und y"y regelmassig hingeschoben wird."

This is true for the participle Peal active of

these verbs, but proves nothing for the read-

ing
"
shubo," let alone that the qutl form is

altogether rare from Yy 1 and that from y"y

the form would be schubbo.8 It must, how-

ever, be noted that in the Talmud, as in

Mandaean, Yy and y"y cannot be kept dis-

tinct,
9 nor is there any sign for the doubling

of consonants,
10 cf. Talmudic

nsnp, Assyr.

Kuppu, 0^)0^555* rrrp A/Tip, etc. 11 In

Syriac too the o (waw) might be for short

u,
12 cf. ^jol, j^joi, jAoo*> ; so that the form

loo might go back to an y'y. But .^>

denotes
"

aruit," and not
"
brennen." This

indeed gives \^^
"
Hitze," but not |oo

"
Helles Licht, Fackel," for which there is no

support, and which will have to be read
j y

loo*,
"
aestus

"
in the passage quoted by

Geiger. Nor does his reference to <-,*& in

its specialized meaning of "to blaze
"

save his translation. The retention of
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the js, *, & will have to be added against
the connexion, 13 and though n*p is used for

sucking up oil by a wick,
14

it gives no support
for the rendering

"
torch." The rendering of

rDNwn no by
"
Fackelhaus

"
will therefore

have to be surrendered, and with it the idea

that the torchlight processions and dances

were the central features of the festival in its

origin. Levy (N. H. s.v.) renders rQNwn no
by

"
Die Tempelhalle ... in welcher die

grosse Procession beim Wasserschopfen ge-

schah," but the Women's Hall, the place of the

celebration, is nowhere else so named. Even

letting no refer to the Temple as a whole, we
are still faced with the difficulty that mNittf

can only mean
"
the woman water-drawer." 15

There is, however, no reason to suppose that

the water-drawing was ever performed by a

woman or women (taking rQNW collectively)

to justify L. Venetianer's translation 16 of
" Freude des Hauses der Schopferin." The

justification of Jastrow's rendering,
17 "

the

well from which the water was drawn," is

equally obscure. The Munich MS. 2 gives
the reading mw, 18 and the variant points
to some underlying textual corruption some-

where. The reading ru*w and the traditional

point to a transitive qatilat form

The Mishna will thus here also have
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preserved a word in Hebrew that has other-

wise not come down to us. From it the

generally propagated, but in the context

meaningless and evidently corrupted feminine

participial form raNW, will easily have arisen.

The qatilat form is, however, most frequent in

Hebrew with stems that otherwise show an

original i imperfect.
19

The variant mircn mentioned in b. Sue.

50 b. (top) is regarded as pointing to an ori-

ginal raiNtP, which MS. M. 2 supports, and it

is indeed not impossible that the forms ra*N0

and raiNttf existed side by side
; cf. i* and

rn^u. It would be the feminine (of which

New Hebrew is particularly fond, cf. Strack

and Siegfried, 55 a, 68 b, etc., especially
with Nomina Actionis, 46 b) of a qatul

(transit) which Hebrew has for abstracts of

verbs of action (which in strong verbs almost

always presupposes an u imperfect, but cf.

rwiEn).
20 The variant rawn is, however, ex-

plained (I.e.) as meaning that the water

libation is a raitpn mso, and may thus have

nothing to do with the name. None the less

it remains impossible to regard the MS. M. 2

reading as a scribal error, since it occurs con-

sistently throughout the chapter. It may,
however, be due to a misreading of TONIP for

n
}Ntp, and the waw inserted after the N to
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indicate the o pronunciation of the qamez,
a device frequently resorted to by scribes.

Cf. noiN 1

?, ittnTrt, etc. The form raNtp 21

would be a qatilat transitive form with

abstract signification,
"
the act of draw-

ing."
22 There is, however, nothing directly

to support this reading, and the general pro-

pagation of raNW points to ra*w as the

correct and original form. That the name of

the festival is understood to have bearing on

the water-drawing is witnessed by b. Suk.

48 b, where reference to the water libation

is sought for in Isa. xii. 3.

Even J. Sue. 55 a (23 bot.), where the

name is metaphorically interpreted on the

basis of this verse, points rather to an associa-

tion of the name with the water libation than

with torches, as does also the discussion in

Sue. 50 b (top). Yet Herzfeld, who sees in

Isa. xii. 3 evidence of the celebration of the

festivity in Isaiah's time, follows Geiger

against this Association, and allows to the

illuminations the pre-eminent significance of

the celebration.

We have now to consider the meaning
of JTO in connexion with ratP. The Assy-
rian BITU denotes House, Temple, Receptacle,

and possibly also, in the construct before

Proper Names,
"
Place." 23 All these mean-
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ings are present in the Rabbinic usage,

besides other metaphorical denotations. To

prove its use as a time determinative

Herzfeld points to "6i JTH, Targ. Gen. xl.

20, and |1- A*o "
birthday

"
] but this

phrase is too intimately associated with the

horoscope to infer from it that jvi is used

as a time determinative, particularly since in

Gen. xl. 20 DV precedes.
24 "

House, or

Place, of water-drawing
"

is also improbable,
because the place of the festivity was not the

place of the water drawing. The meaning
Receptacle is thus alone left us, and rQNtpn JT2

denotes the vessel for the water-drawing.
25

That this vessel was of especial significance

is evident from M. Sue. iv. 9-10. Cf . quotation
in Herzfeld, Gesch. ii. 179, top of page, on the

vSpelov, the vessel for the water carried in

the Egyptian procession. Cf. also Chabas,
Notice sur une table d libations de la collection

de M. E. Guimet, p. 21 ff., on use of water in

Egyptian rites.
"
Ces preliminiaires nous

font bien comprendre 1'importance des liba-

tions en general et 1'interet des tables et des

vases ..." So too in the Asipu-ritual the

entire ceremony centred around the holy
water-bowl (Julian Morgenstern, "The Doc-

trine of Sin in the Babylonian Religion,"

Mittheilung d. Vorderasiat. Gesell. 1905, Heft
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3, p. 128, et cf. passim) ;
cf . Note 144, cf. also

Note 109.
nrrDtf denotes

"
Joy,"

"
Festivity,"

"
Fes-

tive Celebration," and also specifically
" The

Festive Meal,"
"
Wedding."

26 m /rrott

niNitfn thus denotes the festivity celebrated

about the vessel of or for the drawn water (or

the water-drawing), and the name is not to

be forced into association with illumina-

tions.27

TIME OF CELEBRATION

The celebration began at nightfall on the

I5th of Tishri (first day of Tabernacles),
28 and

lasted until the following morning. It was in

similar manner repeated on the other nights
of the intervening days of Tabernacles with

the exception of Friday night,
29 but began on

these after the offering of the evening sacri-

fice,
30 and continued through the rest of the

day and the whole night.
31 The omission of

the festivity on the Sabbath is accounted for

by the fact that it is a rrr/r nnottf, a super-
fluous or additional festivity,

32 which atti-

tude will explain the meagreness of the

accounts which have come down to us. R.

Jose b. Jehuda (end of the second century)
holds that this celebration denoted by ^rrn,
"
the flute," did take place on Friday night.

33
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The contrasted opinions are called forth by
no homiletical or exegetical interpretations,

but represent two different traditions, of

which R. Jose's must go back to the time

before that of which the Mishna speaks, i.e.

before the victory of the Pharisees gave them
control of the Temple through the deposition
of Anan (63 c.e.), and when the Sadducee

Halacha was still the official one in the

Temple. Then the flute will have been used

on the mornings of all the first seven days of

the festival to lead the procession to and from

the spring from which the water for the liba-

tion was drawn. The context alone is against
the reference of the dispute to the pip bv ^Vrr

as both Talmudim do (I.e.), the Babli ex-

pressly stating that there is no difference of

opinion concerning our Water Feast, while in

the Jerushalmi the difficulty is raised that if

the dispute turns on the twelve occasions

when the flute was used in the orchestral

accompaniment of the sacrificial service, this

must include the Sabbath as one of the eight

days of Tabernacles. That the dispute is

quoted in the Tos. Sue. I.e. in the course of

the regulations for the Water Feast would
show that this feast is the occasion of the

dispute. Furthermore, the twelve occasions

on which the flute was used in the orchestral
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accompaniment of the sacrificial service ex-

pressly include the festival days themselves,

M. Erech. ii. 3. If, then, the difference be-

tween R. Jose and his opponent refers to these

occasions, the opinion of the latter (Tos. Sue.

I.e.) that nnn ir mza DV *)N, that the flute

cannot be played on the holy days of the

festivals, would have no meaning. Again, in

Tos. Erech. i. 13, where this contrasted

opinion of the Rabbis is not given, the state-

ment that one and not two flutes is to be used

proves that the dispute is not about the b*bn

pip "?ttf, the twelve occasions for which the

Mishna I.e. prescribes two to twelve flutes ;

so that this passage of the Tosefta distinctly

points away from the twelve occasions. The

dispute is therefore concerning some other

occasion than these, and is to be connected,

as its place in Tos. Sue. I.e. indicates, with the

M. Sue. v. i, where the view opposed to that

of R. Jose is put forward as the Halacha.

rami jva ^ ^rrn im ntinjn rwan "?^nn

aiio DV J-IN N^I j-nttfrr nx xb nrrn ruw^ The
Talmud, in commenting on this Mishna,

brings the view of R. Jose forward ; but re-

garding the statement of the Mishna as the

only possible view for the Water Feast con-

nects R. Jose's expression of opinion with

the twelve occasions on which the flute was
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played before the altar, i.e. on the prr, the

steps leading from the court of laymen to

that of priests (cf. Biichler, J.Q.R. x. 699,
Note 2, on prr). Chwolson, Letzte Passahmal

Jesu, p. 63, to Note 3, quotes instances of the

obliteration of variant traditions concerning
older and deposed Halachoth. The phrase
nmi WN 3iB DV ^ would thus seem to imply
that according to R. Jose's tradition the

flute was also used before the first libation of

water on the first day of the Festival. Targ.

J. Deut. xvi. 14 has N^m Nmiirca am jnnvn.
In all probability the celebration originally
consisted merely of a procession to and from

Siloa led by a flute. This will explain why
the festivity is denoted by "?^nn, M. Sue.

iv. i, v. i, etc., in which, naming Venetianer

("Die Eleusin. Mysterien im Temple," Brill's

popul. Wissensch. Monatsbldtter, xvii. 170,

174), would find a support for his association

of the festival with the Eleusinian mysteries.
When the Pharisees brought about the em-

phasizing of the celebration for reasons to be

considered, and the flute was used to lead

torchlight processions and dances outside the

sanctuary proper, then it was omitted on the

Sabbath and the first night of the festival,

when its use outside of the sanctuary proper
would have been a breach of the law. Cf.
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Chwolson, Das Letzte Passahmaljesu, p. 19, and

J. H. Weiss, vtenrmnTn, i. p. 115, on nmi
m^n JIN. Thus the commencement of the

celebration on the second night of the fes-

tival is accidental and not an intentional

imitation of the commencement of the Eleu-

sinian mysteries on the 15th Boedromion.

Thus another support on which Venetianer

bases his reference of the Water Feast to

these Mysteries (I.e. p. 175) falls away.

THE PLACE OF THE FESTIVITY

As described in the Mishna, the festivity

was celebrated in the Dnw mry or Women's
Hall of the Temple,

34 and it is necessary that

we devote some attention to this building.

Josephus
35

speaks of four rectangular parts
of the Temple Mount contained within each

other. The first of these was accessible to

all, including non-Jews. It was bounded on

the outside by the first surrounding wall of

the Temple Mount, 36 and from within by the

low grate of the heathens bearing inscrip-

tions forbidding non-Jews to pass beyond it

on pain of death. 37 Then followed the

second court, accessible to ritually clean Jews
and their wives. It lay between the grate of

the heathens, or :niD, and the second sur-

rounding wall of the Temple, with its seven
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gates, through none of which women were

allowed to pass. These seven gates were

situated three each in the north and south

walls, and one in the east wall. 38 The third

court, open only to ritually clean Jewish men
and bounded on the outer side by this second

surrounding wall with its seven gates, was

separated from the fourth and innermost

court, accessible to priests only, by a low

stone wall. 39 It thus follows from the ac-

counts of Josephus, as Professor Biichler

has demonstrated, 40 that the forecourt acces-

sible to women was outside of the second

surrounding wall, and so the space which

Josephus tells us was set apart on the east

side for women to pray in 41 must have been

outside of this wall too. Josephus tells us

further 42 that there were four gates on the

north and south sides, and two on the east

side. He accounts for the latter two by
pointing out that a space for women having
been walled in, a second gate was necessary

opposite the east gate of the surrounding
wall ; and for the fourth gates, on the north

and south sides, by saying there was one gate
each on the north and south walls of the

women's enclosure. He thus speaks of the

gates in the north and south sides of the

women's enclosure as in a line with those of

J.T.F. F
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the corresponding sides of the second sur-

rounding wall, only on a lower level, since

fifteen steps led from the court of women
to the greater gate,

43 which is described as

the east gate of the forecourt of laymen,
44

so that the western wall of the women's en-

closure, being formed by the rock on which

the Temple stood, had no gate. This har-

monizes with the account in Ant. XV. xi. 5,

where Josephus tells us of the low stone wall

forming the bound of heathens, that it had
three gates on the north and south sides, and
one greater gate on the east side. Josephus

speaks only of the eastern gates as being
entered by ritually clean Jews and their

wives. For since women were not allowed

to pass beyond the second surrounding wall,

and as we shall see the whole of the spaces
between the Soreg and that wall were on the

north and south sides occupied by the stairs

that led to the gates, the gates on the north

and south sides were of no practical use for

them. Thus there was no need for fourth

gates on the north and south sides of the

Soreg corresponding to those on the same
sides of the women's enclosure. It has been

generally supposed that Josephus here speaks
of the gates in the second surrounding wall;

46

but the context makes it quite clear that he
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is speaking of the Soreg or boundary of the

heathens. Thus all explanation and emen-
dation 46 is unnecessary.
The Mishna too speaks of four nnty.

M. Kel. i. 8 gives us in an order proceeding
east to west (i) the D^tM mty, or hall acces-

sible to women
; (2) the b$w /TO, or hall to

which male Jews had access
; (3) the D'jro /TO,

or hall of priests ;
and M. Mid. v. i gives us in

addition (4) mtyn, the Hall par excellence.

In agreement with Josephus we learn of the

first surrounding wall within which was the

Soreg or Grate of the Heathens. Then comes
the D'tM /TO, or Hall of Women, 135 cubits

square, the banw mry, or Hall of Laymen,
and the D^ro /TO, or Hall of Priests, each

measuring 135 cubits long and n cubits wide.

We learn further that the D stw mry, or

Women's Hall of the Mishna, lies outside of

the second surrounding wall, and is indeed

identical not with the second rectangular
forecourt of which Josephus speaks as having
been accessible to women, but with the space
which he tells us was walled in for women
within that forecourt. For we learn that the

mry was 187 cubits long and 135 cubits

broad. The whole of this length is accounted

for by the given dimensions of its component

parts in the order east to west. Eleven
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cubits were taken up by the space to which

the laymen had access, btiW noni DtpD, and
eleven by that of the priests, D^ro noni
These are then identical with the ^>N"W

and D^ro rnty, which are described as 135
cubits and n cubits, and are mentioned in

the same order (M. Mid. ii. 6) before the altar

(ib. iii. i), and the entrance to the vestibule

(ib. iii. 6) and to the Temple (ib. iv. i). The
whole of the first 22 cubits within the mry
are thus accounted for. Then follow 22

cubits for the altar, 32 from the altar to the

vestibule, 100 for the Temple, and n behind

the Temple to the west wall. The Mishna

thus confirms what Professor Biichler has

shown to follow from Josephus in so far as it

places the space for laymen and for priests

together with the Temple in one surrounding
wall, but, on the other hand, it makes them two

halls behind each other instead of two rect-

angular courts within each other. We see

also that the D'tM J"TO finds no place within

the surrounding wall. As it was 135 cubits

square it could not be a court around that wall

with the width of which its sides corresponded.
Since fifteen steps led from it to the eastern

gate of the court of laymen, it must have been

a building on the outside of the eastern side

of the second surrounding wall, whose north
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and south sides were on a line with, though
on a lower level than, the north and south

sides of that wall, thus corresponding exactly
with the walled in space for women of which

Josephus speaks, and not with his second

rectangular circumventing forecourt of wo-

men. We miss, then, all mention in the

Mishna of the rectangular courts of which

Josephus speaks, and in Josephus all men-
tion of the halls behind each other of which

the Mishna speaks. We have seen that both

Josephus and the Mishna speak of a first

surrounding wall. Josephus, who describes

the north and south sides of the Temple,
47

tells us the second enclosure was encom-

passed by the wall forming the boundary for

heathens, and was reached by a few steps,

according to Bell. V. v. 2 fourteen in number.

Here we are told that
" between the top

fourteenth step and the wall there was yet a

space of ten yards, from which other five-

step flights of stairs led to the gates." The

Mishna, which in contrast to Josephus speaks
of the eastern side of the Temple Mount,
tells us also that within the first surrounding
wall was the Soreg or boundary for heathens.

Then we are told /no "Wp^Tin "ODD Wish
w vn mbiyo mvy D\rm The word ^n, ori-

ginally meaning surrounding wall, came to
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be applied to the space between two sur-

rounding walls (cf. Oxford Gesenius, 298 a).

So in M. Kel. i. 8 we find Hel mentioned

between the first surrounding wall of the

Temple and the Women's Hall. In M. Mid.

i. 5, 7 the space adjoining the northern wall

is called Hel. Thus the whole space between

the first surrounding wall on the one hand
and the wall which circumvented the mry,

together with the three walls of the Women's
Hall on the other, was called Hel. In the

above passage from M. Mid. ii. 3, however,
the word bn would apply, and is generally

interpreted as applying, to a particular space
of ten cubits. It is self-evident that with the

words ottf vn rrbyn 2"^ begins a parenthesis

breaking the order of progress from east to

west, and lasting till the end of 4. As all

traditions agree in regarding the space of ten

cubits as a clear one, it is impossible to in-

terpret the word Dttf as meaning that the

twelve steps were within it. The Mishna

here then evidently uses the word ^n in its

general application, and tells us that within

the Hel there were twelve steps and a

space of ten cubits. I therefore suggest that

the words JDDN ~wy should not be con-

nected with bvrn, but with the following

phrase, to read Dttf vn jrityo a"n mQN "W, the
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word Vn being used in its general application
to the space between two walls, the plain

space of ten cubits being here, as in Josephus,
without any special designation. Otherwise,

indeed, one would expect JTION "TO 3m ^nn or

JTIQN "> *w "?TT. The sense of the passage,

then, is that after the Soreg came the 'm, i.e.

the second rectangular forecourt,
48 within

which there were the space of ten cubits and
twelve steps. Comparison with Josephus
enables us to decide that these steps led up
to, and not from, the space of ten cubits

;
for

Josephus places a space of ten cubits after the

fourteenth step on the north and south sides.

According to Professor Biichler's interpreta-
tion 49 there would be two spaces of ten yards
each, one before and one after the twelve or

fourteen steps. Neither Josephus, however,
nor the Mishna anywhere speaks of such a

space at the bottom between the Soreg and
the first step as well as at the top after the

fourteenth step. Thus we have not only the

Women's Hall on the east side and the spaces
of ten cubits on the north and south sides on
the same level, with allowance for ground
formation,

50 but also these latter spaces and
the similar one on the east side, forming a

rectangular continuous circumventing terrace

ten cubits in width, to which fourteen steps
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led on the north and south sides, and twelve

steps on the lower east side.

We are now in a position to explain another

point which has remained unnoticed. In Bell.

V. v. 2 we are told that there were five-step

flights of stairs leading from the plain space of

ten cubits to the gates. Here, as we have seen,

Josephus speaks of the northern and southern

sides of the second surrounding wall. Indeed,
in .the east side there was only one gate,
which later in this paragraph he names "

the

greater one," because it was larger than the

other six, as were also the other eastern gates,

these being most used. At the end of 3
we are told that fifteen steps led from the

wall which bounded the forecourt of women
to the greater gate earlier defined as the

gate leading from the forecourt of women
into the sanctuary, i.e. the enclosure within

the second wall five steps less than to the

other gates. It follows, then, that the number
earlier omitted should be four. Thus twenty
steps led from the ten cubit terraces to the

northern and southern gates, and fifteen to

the eastern gate, of the second surrounding
wall. The steps, according to Josephus,
covered the whole length of the second

surrounding wall on the north and south

sides. For he tells us (Bell. V. v. 2) that the
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outer height of these walls, which was really

forty cubits, was partly covered by the steps.

Thus the whole space between the Soreg and
that wall on those sides were occupied by
the two sets of stairs and the terrace between

them. Since the women could not pass

beyond the second wall, and there were no

gates on the north and south sides of the

Soreg opposite those gates of the Women's

Hall, to enter that hall from the north or

south sides would have meant a circumven-

tion through the first court to the eastern

side. Hence we may assume that women
used the eastern gate only, or at least in

preponderance. Possibly before the erection

of the Women's Hall the steps on the eastern

side, also covering the whole of the eastern

wall, will have left little free space accessible

to women. Hence the necessity of erecting
the Women's Hall, in order to increase the

amount of clear space, when ladies began to

visit the Temple in larger numbers, if, as

Professor Biichler maintains, that was the

occasion of its erection. 51 It is, of course, not

to be assumed that men were excluded from

the Women's Hall. 52 Tos. Sue. iv. i (ig8
6
)

tells us that at first women watched the

celebration of the Water Feast from the outer

side, while men were on the inner side ; but,
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as this did not prevent the occurrence of cases

of excess, three galleries were erected in the

mty, corresponding to three sides, and the

women watched the celebrations from the

galleries, so that the mingling of the sexes

was prevented. The Babli precedes this first

stage with one in which the women were on

the inner side, then they changed places with

the men, and then the galleries were erected.

The galleries and the three sides betray that

by m\y is meant the onw mty. The festivities

will thus have taken place originally in the ^rr,

or second surrounding court, and the erection

of the Women's Hall, onto mw, will later have

given the opportunity for the precautionary
measure of the erection of the galleries and
the transference of the festivity to it.

The Mishna thus has, in common with

Josephus, the first surrounding court, which,

in accordance with its degree of sanctity,

it names /ran "in, and the second, the ^n.

Within the ^rr the Women's Court was

erected, so that the *?TT was then bounded
on the inner side by the walls of the mry,

plus those of the onw imy. It then has

the htrw mry behind the onw /TO, and

the D^nj /nty behind the Winter /TO, while

the mry is itself in line with and behind the

rmy. Instead of these Josephus names
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circumventing courts within each other.

(With mry cf. &jte>, Locus apertus ante

habitacula, Freytag, iii. 126) (cf. Lisan 6,228

^IjJ) 4^, etc., BEZ).

THE CELEBRATION

On the occasion of the Water Feast, the

only celebration in the Temple that took

place at night, the Women's Hall was
illuminated with golden candlesticks 53 reach-

ing over the height of the walls,
54 and

crowned by four golden lamps,
55 each of

which was reached by a ladder ;

56 at the

bottom of every ladder stood a son of

the priests who held permanent office in

the Temple,
57 with a pitcher of 30 (?)

"
log

"

of oil, from which he fed the lamp in his

charge.
68 The wicks for the lamps were

provided from the worn-out breeches and

girdles
59 of the common priests,

60 which

were torn up into strips and plaited into

wicks 61 for the illumination of the festival,

and placed in the bowls that served as lamps,
over the brims of which their burning ends

hang down, 62 no doubt from spouts pro-
vided for the purpose.
No sooner had night fallen on the first

day of Tabernacles than the sons of the

priestly officers of the Temple took up their
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posts by their respective lamps. Others were

told off to see that the men and women kept
their respective places ;

63 the women on

the balconies 64
provided for them and the

men below. Men recognized for their position
or piety

65
joined in torchlight processions

and dances,
66 led by the player of a flute. 67

It is related of R. Simon b. Gamaliel, the

grandson of Hillel (c. 50-70 c.e.) that on the

occasion of this festival he performed a dance

with eight lighted torches, throwing them
into the air and catching them again with-

out one touching another or falling to the

ground,
68 and that he was the only person

of his time who could perform the HTp,
69

which consisted in bending over to kiss the

ground while standing on the great toes,
70

and resuming the upright position without

using one's hands. 71 These processions and
dances were accompanied by cantillations of

religious content.
"
Happy he who has not

sinned, and may the sinner be forgiven,"

they sang in chorus.
"
Happy our youth

that does not shame our manhood," was the

refrain of those taking part in the dances,

whose position and piety placed them above

suspicion.
"
Happy our manhood that

atones for our youthful failings," was the

one with which the onlookers joined in.
72
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Hillel is, on the occasion of this festival,

reported to have spoken the dicta,
" Whither

I wish, there my feet lead me. If thou

comest to my house, I will come to thine.

If thou comest not to my house, I will not

come to thine," supporting it by quoting
Exodus xx. 24b.

73 To the occasion of this

festival also is attributed his saying,
"

If I

am here, all is here; and if I am not here,

who is here ?
" 74

or,
"

If we are here, who is

here ?
" and "If we are not here, who is

here ?
" The Babli adds to these two the

saying concerning the floating head which is

quoted in Hillel' s name in Ethics of the

Fathers, ii. 6. 75 Towards morning the scenes

of mirth and merry-making gave way to the

more solemn chanting of the fifteen
"
Songs

of Degrees" (Pss. cxx. to cxxxiv.), led by the

choir and orchestra of Levites to the accom-

paniment of musical instruments of many
kinds, the Levites having taken up their

position for the purpose on the fifteen steps

leading from the Court of Laymen to that of

Women. 76 The Levites sang Ps. cxxxiv.,

the last of the fifteen Songs of Degrees,

antiphonally,
77 so that the first verse of this

psalm was recited by the leader of the

Levitical choir
;

78 the Levites continued with

the next two verses. 79 This Psalm contains
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the call of the Levites on those assembled

for the festivity to take up the song of

praise.
80 Then, repeating Ps. cxxviii. 5, 6,

the Levites withdrew.81

Two priests,
82 with trumpets

83 in their

hands, then mounted the stairs to await the

dawn of day, until which time Pss. cxxxv. and
cxxxvi. were recited by the assembled multi-

tude.84 With the first two verses of Ps.

cxxxv. the leader of the assembly took up
the invitation of the Levites contained in

Ps. cxxxiv., of which these verses are an

echo. Then rrMn, of v. 3 marks the be-

ginning of the recitation by the congregation,
the leader reading verse after verse, while

the congregation joins in after each verse

with their response, consisting of v. 3, the

real first verse of the psalm.
85

This recitation continued until the dawn
of day. When the dawn was announced by
the official to whom that duty belonged,

86

the above-named priests
87 blew their trum-

pets. After this first set of trumpet signals

they descended to the tenth step
88 and

blew them again,
89 then down to the Women's

Hall, on reaching which they blew their calls

a third time, continuing to blow them as

they walked across the Hall to its eastern

gate.
90 This repeated trumpet-blowing end-
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ing with the slow progress across the hall,

we may interpret as the signal for the psalm-

reading to be concluded, and, with Herzfeld,
91

as the signal for those who had assembled

to witness the festivities and remained till

morning, to disperse. The priests, then

turning about to face westwards towards the

sanctuary, said, with obvious reference to

Ezekiel viii. 16,
" Our fathers who were in

this place turned their backs on the sanctuary
and faced eastwards, for they bowed down
in worship eastwards towards the sun. But
we are His, and our eyes are turned towards

Him " 92
if, indeed, we are not to read

n "
to God," instead of rrf?,

"
to Him."

Some deputies from the Pharisaic

teachers 93 went to Mosa,94 a place to the

north-east of Jerusalem, where they gathered

poplar twigs,
95 which the priests set up

around the altar so that their ends overhung
it.

96
Others, again, set themselves in pro-

cession 97 in the opposite direction, to accom-

pany the priest to whose lot it fell 98 to draw
water for the libation from the Siloa, in a

golden vessel provided for the purpose.
99

When these, on their return, reached the

water-gate,
100 the trumpets were blown. 101

The priest then ascended the altar from the

south,
102 and turned to the left so as to
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reach the south-east corner,
103 where there

were two silver bowls,
104 the one towards the

west for the water, the one to the east of it

for the wine. Each of these bowls were

provided with a narrow spout,
105 of which

the bowl for the wine had the larger one, so

that the wine and water should flow out

simultaneously.
106 The procession from

Siloa will have arrived when the poplar

twigs were set up around the altar and the

morning sacrifice was ready to be offered. 107

This latter having been done,
108 the wine and

water were poured into their respective

bowls,
109 and then, as the priest was about

to perform the libation upon the altar,
110

those standing around called to him,
"
Raise

your hand high, ^for one once poured the

libation to his feet and the people pelted
him with their citrons." 11J After the liba-

tion the trumpet signals were blown once

more. 112 This served as the signal for the

commencement of the procession around the

altar with the palm branches,
113 to the

recitation of Ps. cxviii. 25, ... 'n rtitf.
114

The ceremony ended with the repeated
exclamation of mtD ~\b <3V,

"
Beauty is thine,

oh, Altar !

" The libation was performed on

an intervening Sabbath as on other days.
The procession to Siloa was, however, omitted.
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The water for the libation was set apart on

the Friday in a golden vessel, which, how-

ever, was not specially consecrated to the

libation. 115 The setting up of the poplar

twigs was omitted unless the Sabbath was

the seventh and last day of the festival, when
the circumvention of the altar was performed
seven times, while on the other six, or if

Sabbath was an intermediate day, five days
it was performed once

;

116 but this must
form a chapter for special investigation.

CONCLUSION

There can be little reason for doubting the

faithfulness of the tradition which represents
the water libation as an appeal for rain,

117

to the invocation of which various ceremonies

were dedicated among varying peoples.
118

When this water libation became part of the

regular Temple service for the Feast of

Tabernacles is, however, an obscure point.
In the Old Testament we meet with a water

libation of religious import in I Sam. vii. 6
;

Isaiah xii. 3 might point to some festive

ceremony of water-drawing as underlying,
and so making intelligible, its metaphor.

119

As Robertson Smith points out, the appeal
in the song at the well (Num. xxi. 17), that

it might
"
spring up," can hardly have been

J.T.F. G
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symbolical in its origin.
120

So, too, the fre-

quent mention of the in*1
121 in the Talmud 122

would point to the possibility of the Water
Feast being of native Palestinian origin, but

it is hardly possible that it will owe its origin
to the, by the Jews despised, Ti\ The
earliest date we have for the Water Feast as

part of the celebration of Tabernacles is the

reported participation of Hillel,
123 and ap-

parently also of Jesus.
124

Indirectly, we can

infer that the water libation formed part of

the sacrificial service of Tabernacles at the

time of Alexander Janai. Fruitful seasons

were the object of petition at the sacred

springs.
126 Thus Kazwim, i. 189, records of

the well at Ilabistan that when the waters

failed, a feast was held with music and

dancing to induce it to flow again.
120 Bau-

dissin 126
argues that

" Die Anerkennung
der die Quellen segnenden befriichtenden

Kraft ist es auch welche die spatere Sitte des

Wasserschopfens am Laubhiitten fest ver-

anlasste." The pains at which the doc-

tors of the Talmud are to declare the water

libation as of Pentateuchal or Prophetic

origin
127 would indeed tend to indicate its

late introduction. Greeks who witnessed or

heard of the celebration thought it a

Dionysian festivity.
128 The last day of this
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latter was dedicated to the Chthonic gods,

and probably the vSpotyopia was a water

libation for those who perished in the flood,
129

with which libation the celebration ended,

as did the Eleusinian Mysteries, with the

TrXwaxoai.
130

Herzfeld, in his Geschichte,
131

suggested that the celebration at Jerusalem
owed its origin to the Dionysian celebrations.

Venetianer, in his Die Eleusinische Mysterien
im Tempel zu Jerusalem, endeavours to follow

out in detail the connexion he predicates for

our festivity with the Eleusinian Mysteries,
on the basis of resemblances which we have

seen to be accidental, if indeed they can at

all be said to exist, and one or two others

which he himself declares as inconclusive. 132

The ceremonial of the Feast of Tabernacles

lent itself easily to foreign associations. The

myrtle, a post-exilic introduction into the

Tabernacles of the festival (Neh. viii. 15), as

also the palm-branches, were plants sacred

to Aphrodite (Astarte),
133 the chief goddess

of Sidon, where religious prostitution formed

part of her cult, as was the case with that of

the ^ Jibya,
134

i.e. paaXris, the 'A^o&Vi/
(3v/3\l>i, at whose temple in Byblos Lucian

relates (Dea Syria, 6) the Mysteries of Adonis

were celebrated. Lucian reports that the

mourning for Adonis, according to some,
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Osiris, began when his river turned red.

This was said to be caused by the blood of

Adonis, who was killed at that season. The
celebration at Byblos seems to trace its

origin to Egypt, as indicated by the legend of

the floating head, which the Byblians de-

clared came floating to them from Egypt,
wafted under divine pilotage. This head,

Lucian says, he saw, and noted that it was

made of Egyptian paper.
135 In Egypt water

libations formed an important part of the

Osiris ritual. Cf. Chabas, Notice sur une

Table d Libation de la collection d. M.E. Guimet,

p. 22 :

"
Cette effusion de 1'eau constitute

la libation proprement dite. ... II fallait

que 1'eau fut repandue par les descendants

du defunt 136
. . . le rite s'attachait du reste

au plus haute conception du Mythe Osirien.

Osiris avait ete ramene a la vie par 1'effusion

de 1'eau et chaque nouvel Osiris ne ressus-

citait que par 1'effusion de 1'eau . . . Les

libations etaient faites avec 1'eau pure et

fraiche ;
certaines eaux paraissent cependant

avoir joui d'une faveur speciale. D'abord

celle du Nil, puis les eaux que le defunt a

preferees sur la terre, enfin 1'eau d'Heliopolis.

L'eau de cette ville saincte avait probablement
servi pour les libations d'Osiris, et c'est a un
motif mythologique qu'il faut rapporter la

faveur dont elle a jouie ensuite."
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The nearest approach to the water libation

is, however, that one which Lucian describes

as having taken place in the temple of the

Dea Syria Atargatis or Derketo at Hieropolis.
Twice a year water was brought from the

Euphrates and poured into an opening in the

Temple, which was said to have absorbed

the waters of the Flood. The name Atar-

gatis, according to Baethgen,
137 indicates

that this divinity was an assimilation of a

god and goddess, in the effort towards

monotheistic conceptions. This assimilation

was reflected in the priests of the Dea Syria,
the emasculated Galli. The first part of the

name corresponds to "inny, the Himyaritic
male form of (n)in^.

138 With the Sabaeans

Astarte was a male god. Since there were,

in Askalon, distinct temples for Astarte and

Atargate, these gods are to be kept distinct.

From the time of Sanherib, however, Istar

(Astarte) occupied a prominent place in the

Assyrio-BabyIonian Pantheon. There were

two Istars, one of Nineveh, the other of

Arbela, identified with the morning and

evening stars. 139 It thus seems possible that

about the time when Judea stood under

Assyrian influence, the Istar cult should have

found its way thither, with others of Baby-
lonian origin ; and so Isaiah xii. 3 may really
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be an utterance in protest against a foreign

rite, even as at a later date Jesus spoke the

protest,
"

If any man thirst, let him come
unto me and drink

"
(John vii. 37). Istar

is in the Babylonian mythology conceived as

spending part of her time, with the other

gods of light, in the underworld, where the

waters of life are stored in charge of the

Anunkai. 140 Before being restored to heaven

Istar is sprinkled by them with the waters

of life. Then she leaves the realm of the

dead, restoring life to the creative world. 141

Already in the pre-exilic period, the prophets
denounce the priests for their devotion to

the immoral Astarte cult and their conse-

quent violation of Temple property.
142 Eze-

kiel viii. 14-16 gives us clear evidence that

the Samas and Tammuz cults had found

their way into the Temple. As Istar Samas
and Tammuz all filled important roles

in the Babylonian religion, it is not to

be believed that the closer contact of the

Jews with Babylon in the exile will have

tended to eradicate the memory of these

cults. Even the language of the eighteen

benedictions, a prayer in all probability of

distinctly pharisaic tendency, and one in

which polemical utterances found their place,

did not remain without trace of the influ-
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ence of Babylon.
143 As the Rabbis, in pro-

test, transferred the attributes which the

Babylonians applied to Marduk, so also did

they transfer the water libation, as an appeal
for fruitful season, from Marduk 144 and
Istar to God; and, in order the more to

emphasize that the appeal was not one to

the Chthonic gods, insisted on its being

poured over the hearth of the altar, and not,

as was the case with other libations, at its

base ;

145
and, as was the case in Babylon

146

(as also in Egypt and in the Eleusinian

Mysteries), the water for this libation was
drawn from a sacred source.

While we have no clear and direct evidence

of the use of the water libation in the

Temple at Jerusalem before the exile, it is,

as Herzfeld points out, not likely that so

important a feature would have been grafted
on the altar ritual after the reorganization
of the community under Ezra and Nehe-

miah. The addition of this water libation

will, however, have added another to the

already existing foreign associations which

the ceremonial of the Feast of Tabernacles

presented. When Alexander Janai poured
the water libation to his feet, he will have
been understood thereby to declare it an

offering to the Chthonic gods, and also to pro-
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claim his own adhesion to the malpractices
of the Hellenic" priests of the pre-Macca-
bean period, who seem to have introduced

the immoral Astarte cult into Jerusalem.
With the Maccabean victory this cult will

have been expelled, but apparently reintro-

duced by the (pi\eX\r]v
)
Aristobulus I. (105 B.C.).

(See Biichler in Vierteljahrschrift fur Bibel-

kunde, i. [1903-4], pp. 13 ff.). For the time

of Alexander Janai (103-76 B.C.) we have no

evidence of recognized festivities in con-

nexion with the water libation. It is, as

Chwolson points out,
147 "

Eine schon ofters

ausgesprochene Ansicht dass in den Mysterien
die Culte ausgeiibt wurden die durch andere

aus dem offentlichen Leben verdrangt wur-

den." As the author of the Psalms of

Solomon (c. 63 B.C.) denounces the priests for

practices which, as Biichler (I.e.) has shown,
find their explanation in the Astarte cult,

we may infer that the malpractices were

maintained, if secretly, none the less strongly

enough to be known and noted. Alexander

Janai's action will have indicated his associa-

tion with them. Hence the ire it provoked.
When the Pharisees gained power they no

doubt made any misapplication of the water

libation impossible, not only by introducing
the regulation that the priest performing the
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libation was to raise his hand high, so that

it could be seen that he poured the water on

the altar, but also by appropriating the nights
of the festival for public celebrations with-

in the precincts of the Temple, and with

great, and, in the record of the Mishna, very
much emphasized illuminations (cf. Note 54).

Thus the dicta of Hillel, "If we are here,

who is here ? and if we are not here, who is

here ?
"
finds its explanation (cf. Note 74).

Possibly too, his reference to the floating

head which the Babli quotes among his

utterances with respect to the Water Feast,

may be a mocking allusion to the legend of

the Byblians, to dissociate the Water Feast

from any foreign connexions and interpre-
tations. The other of the sayings (p. 77),

said to have been uttered by him on the

occasion of this festivity, will thus also explain
itself as an exhortation to the sages and

public to attend and prevent by their pre-
sence any secret misappropriation of the

occasion for licentious malpractices or mis-

demeanours on the part of the priests. Thus

also, when the priests, after the conclusion

of the nightly festivities, having blown their

signals to clear the Women's Hall, turned

towards the sanctuary and dissociated them-

selves from their fathers' leanings to foreign
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cults by the recitation of the words which
Ezek. viii. 16 puts into their mouths, their

action finds its natural explanation in this

chain of events.
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tween M. Mid. i. 4, 5, and ii. 6, as he supposes to

exist between Bell. V. v. 2, 3 and Ant. XV. xi.

5, namely, that the former omit, according to

his interpretation, the mention of the northern
and southern gates of the Women's Hall.

Professor Biichler has, however, demonstrated,

J.Q.R. x. 692 ff., that the Mishna Mid. ii. 6-
Skal. vi. 3, rests on a division of the Temple
gates into four northern and four southern
ones and five gates facing east to west. That
6 /xei> eVro? irepifioXo? in Ant. XV. XI. 5> 4*7-
refers to the grate of the heathen as opposed
to the surrounding wall, i.e. the spaces
within that grate, and not, as Professor Biichler

supposes (J.Q.R. xi. p. 58), to the second wall

of the Temple, is evident from the context.

47. Cf. Biichler, J.Q.R. x. p. 685.

48. The name "?TT will thus be limited to

the space between the Soreg on the one hand
and the second surrounding wall, plus the

wall of the Women's Hall, on the other,

excluding the space between the first sur-

rounding wall and the miD. This space
seems, however, included, according to M.
and Tos. Kel. i. 8. Biichler, J.Q.R. x. 689,
maintains its exclusion, but includes the

D^J mry. The ^n is, however, mentioned

before, and so east of the Women's Hall in
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the Mishna (Kel. i. 8). That the onto

and the VTT are distinct is further indicated

by the fact that in the Tos. Pesachim iii. end

(i62
20

)
R. Eleazar tells us of the third

division of those who brought the Paschal
sacrifice to the Temple that it went and

stayed in the D'tW m\y ;
and the second

division, we are told in J. ib. 32d (21), stayed
in the Nt, while the first went to the first

surrounding court and the third remained

HDipDi, which from the Tosefta will mean in

the Women's Hall, where it will have entered
in preparation for the sacrifice. Thus here,

too, the ^rr begins after the Soreg. So too
the ^n and the DHM m\y are mentioned

separately in Tos. Kel. i. 8 (569. 36, 37),

though here given a like degree of sanctity.

According to M. Kel. i. 8 the onw mty is

given a degree of sanctity between that of

the 'rn and the mty, but not one that

would, as Schiirer (I.e. p. 61) supposes, ex-

clude those mentioned in M. Sota i. 5 and
M. Negaim xiv. 8 from the Women's Hall

;

for they are then no longer unclean, but

requiring only the offering (DHISO iDino), to

bring which they approach the Nikanor

gate ;
and the Sota, who denies the accusation

against her, cannot be condemned before

tried, by exclusion from the Women's Hall,

which, as we saw, did not form part of, was
of a lower degree of sanctity, and on a lower
level than, the mry. Thus the Nikanor gate
may well have been the eastern gate of the
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forecourt of women (Biichler, J.Q.R. xi.

46 ff.) and not the eastern gate of the Women's
Hall (Schiirer, I.e. p. 54 ff.), a supposition
supported only by Bell V. v. 3, 205 (cf.

Biichler, I.e. 60) and Schiirer's emendation

(I.e. p. 55) of ib. 201. Since a like degree
of sanctity is ascribed to the Hel and the
Women's Hall in Tos. Kel. i. 8, the njpj njw,
Tos. ib. i. 12, and "Upj ipw, b. Zeb. n6b, may
also well be the eastern gate of the Court of

Laymen. On the readings "lyttf and nyttf cf.

Biichler, J.Q.R. xi. p. 51 f.

49. J.Q.R. x. p. 688. The Forecourt of

Women (i.e. the Women's Hall) and the
terraces (i.e. the spaces of ten cubits) on the

north and south sides, on the same level

(p. 689). The space of ten cubits is called

Hel (against which cf. above), and from it

steps led to the Women's Court in the east

and the terraces on the north and south
sides.

50. Cf. A. Hildesheimer,
" Die Beschreibung

d. Herodianischen Tempel bei Josephus und
in der Mischna," Berliner Rabbiner Seminar

Jahresbericht, I., on the twelve and fourteen

steps.

51. J.Q.R. x. p. 702 ff.

52. Ib. 697 f.

53. M. Sue. v. 2. In O.T. muo occurs

once (2 Kings iv. 10) for candlestick in

secular use. According to b. Menachoth,
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28b, private, j-muo were not to be made
after the manner of the one in the Temple,
from which those here mentioned are indeed
also dissimilar. Our passage, however, im-

plies the presence of more than one golden
candlestick in the Herodian Temple. In
i Kings vii. 49 we read of ten in the first

Temple. Whether any of these were pre-
served and returned with the Temple spoils

brought back from Babylon we cannot say.
The second Temple had only one seven-
branched candlestick in use in the service of

the sanctuary. Sirach xxvi. 22. Cf. Exod.
xxv. 31 ff., xxxvii. 17 f.

54. This is to be inferred from b. Sue. 52b,
which describes the candlesticks as 50 cubits

high. J. ib. 55a (31 bot.) gives 100 cubits

as their height, but the exaggeration is there

objected to. The figure will have been
arrived at etiologically from the statement

(M. Sue. v. 3 end) that every courtyard in

Jerusalem was illuminated by the light in

the Temple during the celebration (cf. below,

p. 89). The Jerushalmi, reckoning from the

mry within which was the Temple, with its

height of 100 cubits (M. Mid. iv. 6) make
the candlesticks equally high. The Babli
will similarly have arrived at its 50 cubits ;

for Josephus gives the height of the second

surrounding wall as 40 cubits (cf. Mid. ii. 4,

which says only that the walls were high
excepting the east one), and the Women's

J.T.F. H
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Hall was 7^ cubits below (fifteen steps half a

cubit each in height, M. Mid. ii. 3). The

lamps were probably set on high pedestals.
The halls and courts were, of course, not
roofed.

55. ant *?v D^BDJ t

?3D=Assyr. Saplu, a flat

bowl or basin. Del. Hwb. 508. Muss Arnolt,

777. The word occurs only twice in O.T., Jud.
v. 25, vi. 38. Cf. Jacob, Z.A.W., 1902, p. 86.

56. This seems to be the only possible
result of the various readings; cf. D.S. Sue.

p. 162, note
'V p. 170 note.

57. ruiro TH3D DH^. Cf. Assyr. Pirhu,
"
Sprossling Kind," Del. Hwb. 539b. The ms>

ruiro are met with only in the Temple. This

already indicates that they belong to its

permanent officials. We find them in M.
Tamid i. I and M. Mid. i. 8 sleeping with the

IN JT2 ^pT. These latter are the officials of

the priestly nawa who had charge of the keys
of the mty, and who are thus identical with
the I^DION (see Biichler, Priester und Cultus,

p. 95 ff.). InTaan 29a (towards bottom) we
are told that at the destruction of the Temple
the rttTO TTIB came together in their vari-

ous divisions with the keys of the Temple
fiyn. MS. M. has rnryn /nrmsa

;
cf. D.S.

ad loc.) in their hands and went up to the

roof to surrender the keys to God because He
had not let them become D^aw ]nm Aboth
d. R. Nathan, iv. (ed. Schechter, I2b to note

79) gives the same tradition of the
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(so second edition. The first has

pro). The p^nj D^ro are, in b.

Pesachim 57a, mentioned as monopolizing
the higher permanent Temple offices for them-
selves and their relatives, D^m D^ro ]rw
r^iDN Drrinm van Dmm These are not
to be confused with the changing p-ao
and vVa-iON of the various JTTTOD (see

Biichler, Priester und Cultus, p. 97 ff.). Thus
we see the D^ru D^HD m named as paw ;

also the D^VU D^ro ^a in Aboth de R.
Nathan corresponding to the ruiro THSI in

b. Taan 29a, these having hoped to become
riiw. So that the ruiro 'rns are obviously
the sons of the permanent officials of the

Temple who hoped to succeed to its various

permanent offices. Possibly the ruins TD3
slept with the aN JTa ^pr, because the keys
which these latter changing officials used
were entrusted to the care of the ruins ma.
This result will thus perhaps help to explain the

difficulty noted by Professor Biichler (Priester
und Cultus, p. 97, Note 3), viz., as to what the

rutro *ni9 had to do with the keys of the

mty, the Temple Court, and would point to

mry rather than ^rrn as the correct reading
in Taan 29a.

58. M. Sue. v. 2 ; b. ib. 52b ; cf. D.S. ib.

p. 161, note
"
V' J. ib. 55b (26 bot.) leaves

the point undecided as to whether the phrase
tfb D"P ^ ptp HD onnoi means 120 log each
or among the four attendants of each lamp-
stand; cf. b. ib. 52b (towards bot.). On the
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reading pp n3 cf. D.S. p. 161, note
"
3."

The TD (Aram. Kin) was a large vessel for

carrying liquids and storing grain (cf. Levy,
N.H. s.v.) as opposed to the smaller nto

(N/uro nnD), which according to Tamid iii. 6

was like a large golden wine cup (^ bnj ]\nv

anr). Levy compares with ID, Arab. J^

to toil severely, harass. Cf. also j mor-

tar, and SjU/, what remains at bottom
of cooking-pot (Oxford Gesenius, s.v. TO,
p. 46ib). We may perhaps draw into the

comparison Assyrian Qadada, to bow down,
and Qadu Qadutu, an earthenware vessel

(Del. Hwb. 58ia). The p [but cf. csA^
and prre, Hebrew nip and Assyrian Kirib

(always written with D) and pip with Kur-
bannu (but on this latter see K.A.T.* p.

596)] and single i is, however, against an

etymological connexion ; QADU is perhaps
nearer related to

^jj, drinking cup. An

etymological connexion between these is,

however, not clear.

59. i"on. A Persian word (see Fleischer

in Levy, T.W. i. 2Oib, s.v.), probably brought
by the Jews from Babylon. Josephus, Ant.
III. vii. 2 says of it,

"
While Moses called

belt Abenet (OWN) we call it by a Baby-
lonian name Emia, for it is so called by
them." Josephus here describes this ]"on as

a sash wound round the breast several times

and falling to the feet.
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60. M. Suk. v. 3=rb. Sab. 2ia, Yad Kle

Miqdash viii. 6 ;
cf. J. Sue. v. 55)3 (25 hot.),

D^Bntp m"on DN rp^io vn ^ru ]HD TODD ^bno
Yirattf m-un JIN rp^"fp vngtovin jna

SWDD ^201
In Joma 23a it is disputed whether "'NTa ]2,

who in M. Ski. v. I is mentioned as the

officer ypsn by, had charge of the wicks for

the lamp or the straps for flagellation (NTtf) ;

cf. the following note.

61. M. ib. piTpBD. The verb not in b.h.

According to Strack and Siegfried, 4-b

equivalent of ypa by interchange of s and a,

The roots are, however, more probably dis-

tinct, cf. & and ^oa: Hifil, to split, tear

up ; cf. Levy, N.H. ii. 45b (bot.) and iv. gib ;

y'ps is that which is tied or plaited or some-
how made of strips, e.g. a bundle, wick,

thong. Hence Hifil as denominative, to plait

strips into wicks or tear into strips for wicks.

Thus here in vn imi ]^p9O vn . . . 'N^ao

VP^iD both Hifils are used apparently
intransitively. Cf. similar use of Hifil in

HDD y?nn (Bikkurim, Note 119) ; cf. Gese-

nius, Kautzsch, 53d-g. The uses there

noted are thus further extended in the Mishna,
which here no doubt preserves for us a
further development of late vernacular
Hebrew. The objects of the Hifil are here

understood by implication.

62. vy'pso is in J. I.e. explained by v

63. So J. Sue. Iv.b (35 bot.) in explanation
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of the phrase (M. Sue. v. 2), ]ip\n Ditf

^Vtt. Some would see in the phrase a
reference to the preparations for the illumina-

tions. Others would refer it to the erection

of balconies. From M. Mid. ii. 5, however, it

would follow that the balcony was a perma-
nent structure. So in b. Sue. 5ib the passage
is explained by reference to Tos. ib. iv. i

(igS
6
), which tells that at first the men

watched the celebration from within, and
the women from without, but that as this

led to levity there were three balconies

erected on the three sides of the mry, whence
the women watched the festivities, and so

the mingling of the sexes was prevented.
From the comment of the Talmud (b., I.e.)

it is clear that the separation of the sexes was
an innovation. The word mry is here loosely
used for D'tM rnry, which had three walls,

the fourth being formed by the rock on
which the temple stood and occupied by the

steps to the court of laymen. ,-oZ., Pael, is to

reform, as against the Afel <-o^j to create.

(But also to prepare, set up.) <Li also
"
to

fix, arrange, prepare, etc." In N.H. Piel

and Hifil, to arrange, to emend, to institute

(so also in Targum). In b.h. rare and late

Qal. inf. Eel. i. 15, to be straight. Piel,

make straight, arrange. Cf. Eel. xii. 9 inf.

and Eel. vii. 13. In Targum wipvi denotes

ornamentation (cf. Levy, T.W. ii. 553b).

Assyrian Tiqnu. Del. Hwb. 713. This meaning
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does not seem to hold good in N.H. for

however. The phrase thus simply means they
made a great preparation, with ]ipn as ,3^,
after the Piel part.

64. mono, v.l. inDDiro, anx-wo, mt^ etc.

Gk. e&o-Tpa. Cf. S. Kraus, Lehnworter, ii.

I7ob ;
cf. Strack and Siegfried, I7a. Anm.

on omission of prosthetic, e=(). Cf 22b
end. See 20 on transcription of

, 23a.

Syncope of r : msuo, probably through
inversion of BD in NltODiDD and assimilation of

first D. M. Oholoth xiv. i, nBE 1

? ms ttf tnn

nbivp
1

? rrosw mpjm. The contexts (see quo-
tations in Aruch. s.v.) indicate that rT is a

ledge as opposed to the jnoPO, balcony. So
Rashi b. B.B. 6oa, nmp JTuozonu maiDp /imp inn

mbnj. Cf. b. Erubin, gSb, pbnn ^9^ rn.

M. Oholoth xiv. 2, nron Ui ^jw tn. M.
Oholoth xiv. 5, nniE) inn w HT ^3 ^ m inn ^

.nsjio nms irrj >ni HSJD

65. moyo nwitt D^rpn.
Cf. Yad Lulab. viii.

14. The juxtaposition with rro& WJ also

indicates that under D*TDFT priests are not

meant. Cf. Blau, R.E.J. xxxi. 147.

66. M. Sue. v. 4. Yad, I.e.

67. Yad, I.e. viii. 13. Tos. Erechin i. 13.

Cf. M. ib. ii. 3 and p. 6 f.

68. b. Sue. 53a, Tos. ib. xiv. 4 (ig8
14

).

J. ib. 55a has nn? TV jripm for TIM bti.

69. Cf. note ii. See Levy, N.H. s.v. J.

Sue. Iv. c. top reads
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70. So J. I.e. Vm:i, b. Sue. liii. b.

Tos. ib. iv. 4 lynuN : yanN stands in b.h. for

finger and toe (2 Sam. i. 20 i Chron. xx. 6).

71. Cf. Meg. xxii. 6, nyna . . . DJN by rmp

72. In Tos. Sue. iv. 2 (ig8
9

ff.) and J. ib. 55b
(9 bot. ff.) these formulae are given in the

sing. In b. ib. 53a in the plural. The last

two are represented as having been said by
the nioyo WM, the men of pious action, and
the raw/i tyz, the penitent, respectively.

73. Tos. Sue. iv. 3 (igS
12

), b. ib. 53a; cf.

Rashi. In the latter the same is quoted in

Aramaic in the name of R. Johanan ; cf.

following note.

74. The J. Sue. 55b (5 bot.). Here the

first phrase is represented as a rebuke
" when Hillel saw them acting in unbridled

licence." The second phrase,
" when he

saw them acting with propriety."
ID ... Nun io aprr pm p

1

? ION mn rnsn
i^DH ]ND ^DH p ^7 H "ION HIH It^m 1H3^
ID,

"
while,"

"
when," should be added as

an adverb of time to Dalman, Gr. 43

(cf. Strack and Siegfried, 84b). 1 or n=
'hn=]'*n: ^=^1, DN

;
cf. Dal. Gr. p. 175

bot. The Babli gives both phrases con-

nected, and in Hebrew, but in different

form, viz., ]*o ^o ]ND *TN ONI ]ND "?Dn ;ND vx DN
"
If I am here, all is here

;
and if I am not

here, who is here ?
" The fact that the

Jerushalmi inserts motives and commentary
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as well as the third person \fo would indicate

that it is a narrative on the basis of a more
terse original preserved in the Hebrew of

the Babli. There ^N must, of course, mean
God. In that case it will have been popu-
larized and tradited in Aramaic, and its

form accordingly altered to make its point
(cf. below p. 89) more clear. Yet the terse

Hebrew dictum is more probably worked up
from the historical data as preserved in the

Jerushalmi, which would tell us that Hillel

called them to a sense of self-respect by
reminding them that their presence at the

celebration was intended to prevent evil

practices by others.

75. Cf. below.

76. M. Sue. v. 4. Tos. ib. iv. 7 (igS
27

).

According to Maimonides (Lulab. viii. 13) it

would seem that neither the singing nor the
musical accompaniment was on this occasion

confined to the Levites. It is matter of

dispute whether the Levites alone formed the
orchestra and choir in the regular Temple
service. See Tos. Erechin i. 15, M. ib. ii. 4,

. . . naTDn *%b po in. V?N. The root roa (cf .

Note 61), which is never used in the O.T.
for playing on an instrument, is, as far as I

know, so used in the Talmud only in the
Hifil participle, and then with W?n. This,

however, need not exclude a more general

application in the above phrase, so that the

dispute need not be limited to the players of
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the flute (as by Biichler, Priester und Cultus,

127 f.) ; cf. b. Sue. 5ia, Rashi, top of page.
Prof. Biichler decides in favour of the

Levitical composition of the choir and orches-

tra on the pn (i.e. niton *ssb, J-Q.R. x.

p. 692 note), and traces the permission for

laymen to join with the Levites to the

influence of the Pharisee victory. This par-

ticipation was, according to M. Erechin
ii. 6, limited to singing by children. Sirach,
1. 18, 19, bi WTI TO iDnyn pan fyn i^p "npn ITTI

ovn *jE)b nbsni "p^n py, would seem to exclude

laymen from the "W, as also would J. Taan,

67d (17 bot.), p^ibn I^N "nwo "inwn. M. Mid.
ii. 6 tells us of instruments which the Levites

stored in chambers, under the Hall of Laymen,
that opened into the Women's Hall, which
must have been chambers in the western rock
wall of the Women's Hall. Some of these

instruments could only have been meant for

the Feast of Water Drawing (cf. Biichler,

J.Q.R. x. 699). Furthermore, M. Sue. v. 4
names the Levitical musicians as distinct from
the celebrants themselves. We may therefore

conclude that the musical performance was
entrusted to the Levites.

77. Tos. Sue. iv. 7 (I99
1
).

78. This seems to follow from the reading
Kin no. Tos. I.e. cf. M. Ski. v. i, orciin

So, and M. Joma Hi. n.

79. The reading ';n 'n /IN 0111 is obviously
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necessary, for the next quotation is Ps.

cxxviii. 5, 6.

80. Gratz, Monatschrift, 1879, p. 244 f.

81. Tos. Sue. iv. 9 (i99
2
).

82. M. Sue. v. 4. The variant reading of

MS. M., ontON 'Ottf, being corrected to "W
D s3ro in the quotation in 53a, may be neg-
lected (cf. Note 187) ;

while the Tosefta

variant DT2 finxixrr vwn with no subject

explicit, is too vague to justify the inference

that the men were Levites [see D.S. Sue.

p. 162, note
"V This variant of the

Tosefta is not in Zuckermandel's edition

(198")], especially as the nnjnffli were, in

the Temple service, particularly priestly in-

struments (cf. next note), and used in the

Levitical orchestra only in the celebration of

this Water Feast, if then (cf. D.S. for v.l.,

which omits rmjnxrr from among the instru-

ments of the orchestra).

83. jmjmn: Descriptions in Josephus,
Ant. III. xii. 6) tally with the representations
on Bar Cochba coins and the Arch of Titus.

Num. x. i gives two trumpets of silver.

According to 2 Chron. v. 12, Solomon's

Temple had twelve. From the Arch of Titus
it would seem there were two in Herod's

Temple. It was almost exclusively a priestly
instrument

;
cf. Num. x. 8

;
Neh. xii. 41 ;

M. Tos. Sot. vii. 15, am to rmjnxrr. M.
Tamid vii. 3 ;

cf. Sirach 1. 16, jnrw ' WV w
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. . . rwpD /rmmrrn. Num. x. 8, 10, xxxi. 6 ;

2, Chron. xiii. 12, 14, xxix. 26 ; cf. 28. See

Benzinger, Archaeologie, 2JJ.

84. So Gratz, Monatschrift, 1879, P- 245-

85. Ib. p. 197 ; but the first two verses

hang too closely together for the first of

these alone to have formed the response.
b. Sue. 38b of course quotes the first verse of

Ps. cxiii., not of Ps. cxxxv.

86. lypni lynm lypn mrr >op. The meaning
of ~Q:I in this passage is matter of dispute.
The phrase "nan 7W)p denotes the dawn in

M. Joma i. 8, M. Tamid i. 2 (versus the sun-
rise in iii. 2) . Hence the phrase is rendered
"
the crowing of the cock," the cock being

called "Q;I on account of its strength ! Some
support might be found for this view in b.

Besa, 25b, mm ibz mom ^*rw /in ny mho
mBTja *TCinn. In b. Joma2ob it is disputed
whether -0:1 means "

man,"
"

officer," or

vbvnn,
"
cock." In J. Sue. 55c (28)=]. Ski.

48d (25 bot.) it is inferred from M. Ski. v.l.

(unyti rhyn TV inj p) that 11^ cannot mean
cock, and our phrase iun Nip is rendered
Ti-O P-ON, N-I3J ip. It is worth noting that

the same difficulty is experienced with the

a\*KTfH*ev Ipo?, which Lucian speaks of in con-
nexion with the very similar celebration in

honour of the Dea Syria at Hieropolis ; cf.

Wieland, Lucianus Sammtliche Werke, Theil

5> P- 337 r - (Note 45). Gratz, Monatschrift,

1885, p. 281, would alter -ixin Kip to iaj p
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and place this officer in charge of both the

opening and closing of the Temple gates. The
Tosefta Ski. ii. 14 (i77

2
)
names Johanan b.

Gudgeda for the latter office. It is suggested
that, from the name and office of -0:1 p, the
word "0:1 came to be used generally for Por-
ter

;
but out of the present context the

word does not occur in this usage. Buchler,
Priester und Cultus, p. 143, thinks both the
above-named officers assisted at both offices.

The "iun nfen would thus denote the call of

"0:1 p, or if we follow Prof. Buchler of

both officers, to their assistants to open the

Temple gates ; for the context, wherever the

phrase occurs, makes the call take place only
at dawn. From this latter fact it would,
however, seem to follow that -ajn, without

emendation, denotes a third unnamed officer

whose duty it was to announce the dawn
(cf. Levy, N.H. s.v. and Bertinoro to M.

Tamid, i. 2). From this circumstance nsnp
12JH came to be mistakenly rendered

"
the

crowing of the cock." The meaning of cock
for iu is limited to the Talmud, which itself

doubts and rejects that rendering. Even on
the basis of b. Besa, 2$b, the cock would be
the only animal with a by-name on account
of its strength ! That the meaning is late

and secondary is further indicated by the

formation of the adverb JVDII by adding
;TT directly to the noun against Hebrew

usage, but on the analogy of the Assyrian
adverbs in sis from nouns. Cf . rMTTW,
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with inserted j (i Sam. iv. 18
; Mai. iii. 14).

The etymological connexion between the
adverbial ending -i$ in Assyrian and Ji*r in

Hebrew is doubted, but this would not
affect the building of a form on analogy. It

would emphasize the late date of the form.

Lastly, the meaning cock for 113 is not

supported by any other Semitic language.
Venetianer, I.e. p. 177, would identify this

official with the lepoKr/pv^ of the Eleusinian

Mysteries, with whose varied offices (cf.

Stengel, Griechische Kultus-alterthumer), the

only one here attributed to this official

granted iun can be so interpreted surely
shows no relation.

87. In these two priests we have no doubt

nothing more than an arrangement for sig-

nalling parallel to that of the two priests
who at the daily sacrificial service took their

station by Ben Arza, the officer who, by
striking the cymbal, gave the Levites the

sign to begin their song. The priests blew
their trumpets at each chapter of song in the

sacrificial service, after which the people

prostrated themselves. M. Tamid vii. 3 ;

cf. Tos. kl. ii. 14. As all signals seem to

have been given by two priests hence two

trumpets in the Temple (cf. Note 88) those

here mentioned are possibly the same.

Venetianer, I.e. 177, would identify those two

priests with the lepofyavrw of the Eleusinian

Mysteries, in, which, however, these were
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high officials, whereas our two priests are not
even distinctly named. The above-named
formulae can hardly be the equivalent of the

^tyoneva, and surely needed no interpreta-
tion. They were spoken by the celebrants.

We hear of no secret sacred objects or cus-

toms to be shown or explained. The leader

of the song is named in M. Ski. v. I as DTUirr

"MWf by +b p, and he surely was not one of

our two priests ;
neither have we evidence

of the offices of the SdSov-^o? (cf. Stengel, op.

cit.) applying to either of them.

88. b. Suk. 53b raises and leaves undecided
the question as to whether the tenth step
from the top or bottom is meant. The fact,

however, indicates that the Mishna, too,

knew of the stairs to the gates as divided into

flights of five steps ; cf. Jos. Bell. V. v. 2
;

cf. above, p. 72.

89. There is a difference of opinion as to

whether the trumpets were sounded here

(cf. Tos. Sue. iv. 10 (1996), and Biichler,

J.Q.R. x. 695, note.

90. M. Suk. v. 4, here called rnro
1

? svn
in contrast to toner mryo i"W ]vtyn
D*BO mgh. In the next following paragraph
the two gates are described as iv^yn TJW and
linrtnn TJW. A ivtyrr "W is mentioned as the
most westerly of the northern gates of the
second surrounding wall in M. Mid. ii. 6=
Ski. vi. 3. The name thus indicates position
only. The two gates here mentioned in con-
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trast are therefore most likely the higher and
lower, i.e. the western and eastern gates of

the Women's Hall.

91. Gesch. ii. 179.

92. M. Sue. v. 4. So J. ib. v. 5 (55a top)
my rr6i n^ UNI, for which Babli has simply
WW rr^im The expression pjwvn, "They
used to repeat," would point to correctness

of Babylonian recension. According to Jeru-
shalmi, "ON for UNI is the only difference in

the Babylonian recension, vw would then
have the meaning of the Piel pjtpo,

"
change,"" make or show up a distinction." The Babli,

however, may be a correction on the basis of

a rule it quotes, 1D1N 'frto DHID DH1D

93. M. Sue. iv. 5. The subject of imv is

not mentioned. From b. Sue. 4/j.b, ^jn D^rp
rmyn /W3& na raro^i D^wn ri I^DMJ VOID, it

follows that the duty of setting up the nai^
around the altar was performed by the

priests. In b. Sue. 53b (towards bottom
;

cf.

Tos. ib. iii. i [195
20

ff.]) the subject of warr
and moD DVT^rO is equally obscure, b. Sue.

43b tells us r6 ^n^o in no wbv nai^. That
the setting up of the poplar twigs around the

altar was a late institution is indicated by
the statement of R. Johanan that the setting

up of the twigs on the seventh and last day
of the festival was not omitted even when
that day was on a Sabbath, wrw IDDISJ^ no

p : a proceeding followed by Pharisees
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in cases of ceremonies introduced by them

against Sadducee opposition. Cf. Chwolson,
Das Letzte Passahmal Jesu, p. 18. J. H.

Weiss, vnm TTT in, p. 118.

94. Nsno. M. Sue. iv. 5 called in both
Talmudim N^Sp, because free from imposts.

Koulonijeh is a village north-east of Jerusa-
lem. Robinson, Biblical Researches, i. 461.
See Neubauer, Geog. d. Talmud, p. 153.

95. mny y# jTrmiD.

96. M. Sue. iv. 5.

97. That the water was fetched in pro-
cession follows from the plural ijrjn. M.
Sue. iv. 9; J. ib. iv. 7. What ceremonies, if

any, took place at the water-drawing is not

recorded. Lucian records of the water-

drawing at Hieropolis that it was performed
amidst great ceremony, but is also unable to

say what it was there.

98. From Gratz's combination of Jos. Ant.
XIV. xiii. 5 and Tos. Sue. iii. 16 (i97

22
if.),

and the generally accepted conclusion thereof,
viz. that Alexander Janai is the priest to

whom the Tosefta refers and the water
libation is the occasion of which Josephus
speaks, it would follow that the water
libation was originally performed by the

High Priest. This agrees with our know-

ledge that the High Priest officiated on
tabernacles

;
cf. i Mace. x. 15-21. Jos.

Ant. XIII. xiii. 5; XV. v. 3 (the other
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permanent priestly officials not even then.

See Biichler's Priester und Cultus, p. 96).
From Sue. iv. 9 it would follow that the

High Priest was deprived of the privilege of

performing the water libation ; for the pD,
who after the Pharisee victory always accom-

panied the High Priest when he officiated, is

not mentioned here (Biichler, I.e. p. no f.).

No doubt, although not recorded, lots were
cast for the priest who was to perform the

libation, as for those who were to perform
the other acts of the morning sacrifice (M.
Tamid iii. i). The former is not mentioned
because not belonging to the ordinary daily
sacrificial service with the officers for which
alone the Mishna is concerned. The drawing
of lots for the privilege of the priestly sacri-

ficial offices has been proved a consequence
of the Pharisee victory by Prof. Biichler

(l.c.).

99. M. Sue. iv. 9, rwhv /iprrra anr^ nrrbx

yyb. The Hifil of prn in N.H. in the sense

of rro*. Here "
to contain."

100. M. ib. The most easterly of the south

gates of the second surrounding wall, called

D'DH "iyitf, because the procession with the

water for the libation entered through it.

M. Mid. ii. 6
; Ski. vi. 3. According to

another view, the water (stream forming the

source of the Siloa) began to well up there.

Tos. Sue. iii. 3 (195-6) ;
cf. b. Joma, 3ia.

See Neubauer, Geographic du Talmud, p. 146.
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According to Mid. ii. 6, Ski. vi. 3, the water

gate is a fourth gate in the south wall, thus
the south gate of the Women's Hall (cf.

Schiirer, Ztsch. /. d. Neutest. Wissen. und
Kunde d. Urchristentums, 1906, p. 58) ; but
the order of the names is, as Schiirer admits,
here badly preserved, and we may, no doubt,
with Biichler, J.Q.R. x. 693, see the side gate
of the Women's Hall in the Dnwrr uw and
the Tipn TJflp. The name of the first points to

this and of the second also, for the musical
instruments were, we saw, stored in chambers
that opened into the Women's Hall.

101. Smith, Sem. 2
p. 231, would see in this

trumpet blowing in the Temple an intended
imitation of thunder.

102. ttaan r6y. Cf. M. Mid. iii. 2.

103. b. Sue. 48^.

104. M. Sue. iv. 9. Tos. ib. iii. 16 (i97
10

),

*)DD ^ D^3D. According to R. Jehuda they
were of "PD, gypsum, blackened through wine.

Venetianer, I.e. 177-8, sees in R. Jehuda's
tradition another point of contact with the

Eleusinian Mysteries. The bowls of silver

were probably also introduced after the

Pharisee victory in order to remove all

appearance of an offering to the Chthonic

gods. Cf. below, p. 87 ;
cf. also note 108.

105. b. Sue. 48b. Here it is also said that

R. Jehuda's tradition speaks of two flat

basins, jyiNiwp, of which the one with a large
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mouth, nm iT3, was for the wine, and with
a small mouth, "ijjpiTE), for the water.

According to Rashi, ad loc., these were

spouts with holes bored in them. The Tosa-
foth object to the complicated interpretation,

substituting holes in the bowls on the basis

of the similar expression in M. Mid. hi. 2.

Sirach, 1. 14 f., would indicate that the

libations were generally poured from not

simply through the bowls. The expressions
DEnrr and n3 will thus indicate spouts. The
holes seem invented unnecessarily, and

etiologically to explain the simultaneous
exhaustion of the wine and water. No
doubt the DMpJ 'W, which are further ex-

plained by vpi poemW r03 m Mid. iii. 2, were
also some slight indentations that served as

spouts from the altar.

106. See. note 108.

107. This would seem to follow from Tos.

Sue. iii. 16 (i97
21

)
. . . rmiN rawo mo'ND

va/) nTN qy, b. Joma 26b (cf. Rashi) ;
cf.

Sirach 1. 14, 15, where the wine libation is

poured out after the sacrifice, and, as is

characteristic of the North Semitic rite

(Smith, Sem. 2
p. 213), in contrast to Greek

(Stengel, I.e.), not on the flesh of the offering,
but at the base of the altar. Cf. Jos. Ant.
III. ix. 4.

108. According to J. Sue. 54a (23), cf.

Maim. Yad T'midin, x. 7, the libation might
be performed before the sacrifice, as, indeed,
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seems to have been the case in the incident

recorded ,of Alexander Janai, of which

Josephus tells us that the people pelted him
with citrons as he stood by the altar about
to offer. It was perhaps to emphasize their

dissent from the view that Alexander's action

typified (cf. below, p. 87 f
.)

that the water
libation and that of the wine were carefully
connected as described (see Note 106), and
it was not even insisted that the wine and
water should be poured into, and the libation

performed, from two separate vessels. M.
Sue. iv. 9, Yad I.e., Tos. Sue. iii. 14.

109. One of the most archaic specimens of

Babylonian art (Heuzey in De Sarzec's

Decouvertes en Chaldee, p. 209) represents a

worshipper, entirely naked, pouring a libation

into a large cup which stands on the altar.

Cf. also the adagur-vessel placed on the
altar for the libation in the sin offering of

the Babylonian rite. See J. Morgenstern, The
Doctrine of Sin in the Babylonian Religion
(Mitteilungen der Vorderasiatischen Gesellscha/t)

1905, Heft iii. p. 104).

no. The usual libations of wine were

performed at the base of the altar (cf. Note

107). The combination of this wine libation

with the one of water during the Feast of

Tabernacles will have caused it to be poured
with the water on the hearth of the altar

(cf. Note 108). The Tosefta Sue. iii. 14
end (i97

13
)
seems somewhat confused. The
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phrase rpf vaiain '2 V03 VlpJ^i we would

expect to refer to the bowls, D >l
?S)D, as in

M. Sue. iv. 9. The following words, IHTV imttf

fi^D
1

?, however, point rather to a reference

to Mid. iii. 2, where we are told of the south-

western corner of the altar that there were

iro n~>v . . . D'airrc; vpi r^Bin ^ r&3 cr^pj ^^
pup Vmb rNSVl .

. The concluding words of

the Tosefta, ^rnn DK nmv n 1*02^, would
lead us to expect jrttf rather than p^D as the

antecedent of the pronoun in iiua (p^D is

variant for i
1

?^. On interchange of D and
tf cf. Strack and Siegfried, vii. c. i^ m^w

;

cf. Neubauer, p. 145, note 4.) The next
Tosefta (1. 14) indeed reads /ine6 n"iv. It

would seem that the iw, or base of the altar,

was in some way connected with the p~np ;

cf. Neubauer, p. 147, and Tos. Sue. iii. 15

(i97
15

), J. ib. 54d (top), Qinrin iy ap: rr^n j-i^i^n.

According to M. Mid. iii. 3, there was a
marble tablet with a ring for those who went
down to clear the JTIP. According to Tos.

I.e.
(i. 19) this was done once in seventy years

by the miro ms.
in. Possibly 11^ mjn alone formed the

content of the exhortation. What follows in

M. Sue. iv. 9 briefly recapitulates the event
which is described in greater detail in Tos.

Sue. iii. 16 (i97
22

1), and so may be simply an

explanation of the brief formula. Cf . Note 98.

112. M. Sue. iv. 5. These trumpet signals

are, however, disputed. M. Sue. v. 4 men-
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tions signals on the tenth step, instead of

which ib. v. 5 has those miDii ^*b ; cf . Tos.

ib. iv. 10 (i99
6
). See Note 89.

113. Cf. b. Sue. I3b and Jos. Ant. XIII.
xiii. 5.

114. M. Sue. iv. 5. R. Jehuda tradits the

procession as taking v place to the cry of JN

*o nrttnn VTI
;

cf . b. Sab. io4a, to inr "T\

rfapn. J. Sue. iv. 3 reads Kim. Cf. Arab.

use of a> . See Levy, N.H. s.v. ^N, i. p.
nob. On in for sin Strack and Siegfried,

27a. I would suggest it possible that
buried under this apparently meaningless
but in any case difficult sentence we are to

see that R. Jehuda declared the
" Name "

was pronounced, and that in reduction to

writing and transmission liT run was cor-

rupted to im 'JN, in being mistaken for wrr

and n:N corrected accordingly to ^N. For
liT the recently discovered Aramaic papyri
from Assouan speak : Plutarch tells us that

the Jews called Evohe in the Temple (cf. Note

128). This would point to the full name
having been called.

115. m^n p rwmpiD rwm nnr to ivyi would
seem to mean, not sanctified by water being
drawn in it from the Siloa. (Note the vessel

for the water-drawing is called wlTbx, a flat

basin, a-*-. \ey. in b.h., nTi^s, 2 Kings ii. 20.

The jron was a larger vessel for storing

purposes, and made of clay ordinarily.

See Fleischer in Levy, N.H. ii.
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2O2a). Thus, if the water is spilt, we are told

it is simply filled again from the laver. It

would therefore seem that the first water
was from the Siloa, but not drawn in the

/v:in.

116. M. Sue. iv. i. Tos. ib. iii. i (i95
19

f.),

b. ib. 43b.

117. Cf. M. Ros. Hasana, i. 2, by TTU jra

b. ib. i6a, jra D' raw mvi mow no
rana nv

tf HD jra D'Q *ysb raw rrapn

118. Cf. Frazer, Golden Bough,
2

i. pp. 81 ff.

(Peculiarly acted in Fez : see Goldziher,
Noldeke Festschrift, p. 312, BEZ).

119. In accordance with this verse, the

celebration of the Water Feast is metaphori-
cally interpreted in J. Sue. 55a (23 bot.) ;

Gen.
R. Ixx. 8

;
Ruth R. xii. end, as an occasion

for drawing religious inspiration. It is inter-

esting to note that the Eleusinian Mysteries
are praised for producing a similar effect on
the participants. The word D'D is often inter-

preted as mi/i in the Talmud : cf. Munk,
Guide des Egares, i. 30, note 2.

120. Smith, Sem. 183.

121. G. Hoffmann in Z.A. xi. 241, 246,
who connects with J^j the descent to the

water.

122. See J. Levy in R.E.J. 1901 (43).

123. Cf. above, Hillel's dicta.
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124. John vii. 37 f. is attributed to this

occasion, as also is John viii. 12.

125. Smith, Sem. p. 182 f.

126. Studien, ii. 170.

127. b. Sue. 34a ; 44a ; 48b. Moed Qatan
3b; Zebv nob; J. Sue. 54a. J. Sab. 33b.
and b. Sab. iO3a. Taan. 2b. Cf. Bacher,

Exeget. Terminologie, i. 182, on TO").

128. Plutarch, Symp. IV. vi. 2 (cf. v. 3).

Tacitus, Historiae, v. 5. Biichler, R.EJ.
xxxvii. 181 ff. Herzfeld, Gesch. ii. 180.

129. Cf. below for similar tradition at

Hieropolis.

130. Cf. Dr. Paul Stengel, Die Griechische

Kultusaltertlimer, ii. (1898), pp. 208, 210.

131. ii. p. 125 ; cf. 123, 179 f.

132. Cf. Hubert in R.EJ. xxxvi. 318.

133. Budissin, Studien, ii. 199, 201. Adonis
born of the Myrtle (ib. 188), of the Palm, "ion

(ib. 202). The citron, :nJ"iN, was a symbol
of the fructification of the earth (ib. 209).

134. Baethgen, Beitrage zur Semit. Reli-

gionsgeschichte (1888), p. 30 ff. Religious

prostitution also in the cult of Istar of Erech
in Babylon. K.A.T. 3

p. 422.

135. Cf. p. 89 (on Hillel's dictum con-

cerning the floating head). Cf. Adolferman,
Hdbk.of Egyptian Religion, p. 251, 215.

136. Cf. the Carpentras inscription at the
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bottom of the representation of a funeral,

rrp D'D n'DiN Dip p. Cf. Erman, o.c. p. 95 f.

In the Babylonian religion a water libation

is poured out to the ghosts of the dying
man's family. See Morgenstern, I.e. p. 126.

137. n/ny i/iy. Baethgen, p. 69. Cf. Jensen,
Hittiter quoted in K.A.T. 3

484*.

138. The Babylonian form Istar also points
to an originally male (or, with Baethgen,
sexless) god. K.A.T. 3

420* ;
cf. 424 ff.

139. Cf. C. Bezold in Kultur d. Gegewart
(edt. P. Hinnenberg), I. hi. i, p. 42. Cf.

K.A.T. 3
i. 42

3 re similar relations of Istar of

Erech and of Akkad.

140. On the Annunkai cf. also Hrozny, in

Mittheilungen d. Vorderasiatischen Gesell-

schaft, 1903, Theil 5, Seite 98.

141. Morgenstern, Mitt. d. V. A. Ges. 1905,
Theil 3, pp. 29, 48, 50, 92. Nergel, who in

the season he spends in the under-world
becomes Nin Azu, the lord who understands

water, is also a god of vegetation, as is the

case with Marduk, ib. p. 51. According to

K.A.T. 3
p. 430, the character of Istar as a

goddess of vegetation is not emphasized.

142. See Biichler, Eine Einzelheit des

Astartedienstes in d. Psalmen Salomos, in

Vierteljahrschrift /. Bibelkunde, i. (1903-4),

pp. 4 ff.

143. Cf. Morgenstern, I.e. 51. The second

paragraph of the eighteen benedictions may
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well, as is generally assumed, have been

enlarged by Maccabean insertions. Its origi-
nal form may, none the less, have been a
transference in protest of the attributes

applied to Marduk,
"
the merciful one, with

whom rests the power to restore life," and
"
the god who brings forth vegetation," from

Marduk to God. Thus also the question as
to why the prayers for rain and dew are

inserted in this paragraph," which treats

specifically of the revival of the dead, finds

its natural answer.

144. K.A.T. 3
p. 525* iv. R. 60, 2ia,

speaks of me buri spring water in the Temple
of Marduk from which the egubbu, the vessel

for the sanctifying water, is filled.

145. The waters of the Tigris as well as

of springs were sacred. Morgenstern, I.e.

pp. 30-31; K.A.T. 3
525.

146. In the fact that the water libation

was poured out on the altar, whereas other
libations were poured to its base (cf. above,
Note 107) we may trace Babylonian influence

(cf. Note 109).

147. Die Ssabier, ii. 329, cf. 319.
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